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TEACH1M'S COMMENTARY

reTHEMATICS TUROUGH SCLENCE

For.Niord

The units described in,this Vacherts Commentary are the result

.of a summer's-work by a writing team of fifteen competent mathe-
.

1 maticians and scientists who spent the summer or 1963 working on

this project under the direction or the School Mathematics Study

Group. This team explored the possibility of developing some of

thee basic concepts of mathematics trough simple, but signifdcant,'

physical science experiments. The purpose of the entire project,

both the writing of the teaching material and its experimental use

in a limited number of centers over the country, is to see if.'v

learning and understanding of mathematics can be improved by the

.
rr-nrattrematinstr-c--

It is emphasize that the units are to be used in the mathe- .

I' imatics classroom and hat they are primarily designed g;ob teach

mathematical concepts rather than thpse of science. It is trueo

'rthat-the procedures and principles of science included are sound

and correct within the frameweNk in which they are used. ,,The

.experience in stience which thel student will gain from 4-lestudy

.of these units will no doubt be useful in subseqUent courses in

the phybical sclences, but the main purposed of th'e units are to

teach mathematics.

The eorriposit-ion of the writing team and the procedures used

in developing the units are significant. -The team wa s composed

of skren mathematicians (three college tachers and ibur.high

school teachers)., five physicists (two college teachers, two high

school teachers and one industrial physiciat),.two chemists.(both.

high Schbol teachers) and a coordinator of the team, from a state

department of edOcation. SoMe of the high school te6.chers have.

taught in more than pne field, but they are Listed here in theirs

main field of 'intereSt and training.

.

The ndividual.uilits or blocks of unit !were produced by

. smaller groups workin.g COofieratively to pefiIorm the experiments '

and write theffi. In all\cases these smalliwriting teams-consisted

of representativea frOm-both scienCe and mathematics and of both,

college teachers and high!school teachers. Ih this way it.was ,

posoible to take adVantage of their knowledge and experience at .

.9
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both levels. A college mathemaLician served au editor of the whole

ser!es of units, but preliminary drafts were read and criticized

by members of the CIO-1PC writing team .

rrevlous knowledge or sclence OH the part or the students ku

teachers Is not necessary, though some knowledge. In this field
A

will be useful.. The experimental procedure clearly described;

lists or needed equipment and a kit of apparatus will be suppped.

The experiments will involve basic measurements or length, mass,

time and temperature. jhough most or the experiments will be

described in terms or the metric.system of illasurement, British

unlits are not ignored. It is assumed..tyat thes.e experiments can \

be ddne in the mathematics classroom. Some will,be done by all

of the. students working in small groups, andlsome will have to. be

demonstrations done 11W the teacher.

The use or the data collected is the important aspect of each

experiment. These da-fa-

on. ,1* single number lino or on a set of rectangular coordinates.

Hence, the use and need for graphing sets of single numbers and

sets of ordered pairs of numbers will be concepts In mathematl.cs

which can be drawn from the science experiments. (4her useful\

mathematical concepts deviyed from the science data are ,those of: -

,drawing a line of best ri)t, from a series of graphed. otdered pairs;

.the slope conApt and its physical and" mathematical meaning; de.:-

veloping the' equation of the graph; interpolation and _extrapolation

from the graph and from the equation; and finally, a mathematical

generalization and its use in prOblem solving.
,

Use in the Sdhools .

When any part f this material is used in selected school5

ol/er the country.during 1963-64, it will be inserted in Ei mathe-

maties cburse for two7 or

/
hree-week periods over the school year.

The teachers in the syste will decide on times,suitable for this.

Prior or current use of.SMSG.mathematici textbooks is not essen- d
.

tial. _The units-supplementbut do not revlace, whatever mathe-.

matics textbooks are iri use. It seems prIable that some4portions

of the regular textbooks:May Ve- omitted, InI5Vided teadhers are

'satisfied that the treatment of topics developed directly from

experimentp clearly surfices. -

:#.

t
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EQUIPMENT LIST

Part II

Chapter 1

--RELATIONS, 71hrTIONs AND GRAPHIRG.

4

Students are tro work in groups of two.- Each group should have

the following'equipment. a

1. Cantilever Experiment

Science Supply

'none

Local Supply

5 books, identical (with dust jackets, if posSible)
......

5 -wooden boards
(l" x 8" x 10")

1 foot ruler, with metric scale

2, Irregular Bottle Experiment

Science"Supply

none
. v.

e-

Loca). Supply

1 irregular-shaped bottle (12 fluid (:).)

1 plastic pill bottle (approximately 20 cm3)

I "Magic Mending" tape, Scotch brand (f x 1296").

1 foot ruler, with metric sCa.3ae

2 4'10 can.(water cohtainer)

dl

IP

440



Chapter

- RELATIONS, FUNCTIONS, AND GRAPHING

In this chapter, three mathematial concepts are developed:

(1) the definition of a relation, (2) the definition of a

.function, and (3) graphiNg order 'pairs by a coord.inate system

in a plane. In addition to these three concepts, it is hopee

that^the student will gain a strong feeling for the meaning of

'the domain and range of relations and functions. We also want

'to induce an intuitive feel, on the part of the student, for a

function which ib continuous as opposed to one vtich is not.. On

the basis of this intuition he should be able to see the

.reasoning behind graphing some functions as a "beA" aine which

is drawn without removing the pencil from the paper as

diStinguished from a function whose graph is a discrete set of

points.

This ma rial is developed with the aid.of two rather simple

experime (1) the cantilever of books, and (2)- the

. grad ing of an-irregular bottle. The first experiment deals

with a function whose range and domain are discrete. The second

experiment should convey a strong feeling that the function

resulting from this experiment is continuous. Both-experiments

should point out to the student a need to consider very

carefully all limitations placed upon the domain and range of

a function or a relation.

A good reference for relations, functions, doma;p, range

and mappings may be found in Principles of Mathematics,

Allendoerfer and:Oakley, McGraw-Hill, 1963, Chapter 6.,

The.methokpy which ordered pairs are graphed as arrows

connecting elements of the-domain to the corresponding elements

of the range may at first aPpear to be a mapping but this is

not necessarily'true. A maoping of a set A In o a,set B. is

defined as a Correspondence that associates wit each element a.

. of 'A a unique element b of B. We cal]: b,the image-of a

-under-this mapping. -In some of the graphe..illustrated in the

.
text, more than one arrow had its origin at.a givqn element.in

. . N

--
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the domain and, hence, this graph was not a mapping of a svt, ofc
ordered pairs.

You will notice that in the discussion of the.coordinate

system in a plane care was taken not tlmention the'x-axis or I-411e

y-axis. I was desired to give the student the feeltng that the

label attached to the horizontal axis and to the vertical axis

would be dependent upon the sets which represent the domain and

the range of the relation,beling graphed.

The fact that the horizOntal axis is used to represent the

domaiJa is merely a convention and should be recognized as'such.

In some eases it mhy even be desirable to interchange the. altis of

the domain with the.axis of the range. For example, if air

temperature is to be plotted as a functi6n of height, a stronger -
,

feeling for the physical situation may be gained by pdotting

height along the, vetical axis-instead of the horizontal axis.

It would be most desirable to keep the vocabulary as simple

,as pdssible. Su a wo ias as ab-serf3P-ET,76PariTare";"-anzrvaTratiTehave--------

Ala

not been used for this reason. Also, the word variable

introduces a gelierally obscure feeling for its definition;

Herti4and Russell, who probably investigated the-aspects of

variables more thoroughly than anyone before him, said:

"Vaniable is perhaps the most distinctly mathemattcal' of all

notions, it is certainly also one of the most difTicult to

understand. . . and in the present work [The Princiales of

Mathematics, 1903] a satisfactory theory as to its nature, 1.n

spite .of-much discussion, will hardly be found."

1 4 'An Experiment: ,Can'-ilever of Books
,

boards about- 10" long c n 6e

In this experiment, a set of 5 or more books o

-2

the same

size Should be used (1 X 8

substituted for the books)./
.:;.

a Tor a reference which disctles the center of gravity of.

such 'a cantilever of booka.refer t`o atter, Earth, and _sy.SI by :

,

George GaMow, Prentice-Hall Inc., 1958, mi. lh-16.
.

,

.

p

--The purpose of,the experiment is to-collect-a set of orde6ed,-

pairs a(Id.develop an understandng bf the definition of a--...

rela.tion. The.groundwork shoUld be laid for the later ".--

. ._
,

.
..
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development of the definition of function. In this experiment,

the student should be led to realize that both the domain and

the range of this "relation" are discrete. The objects to be

balanced must all be of the'same size and, hence, using "half"

books or "half" boards may affect the description of the objects

.in the domalvf this relation but the numbers assigned to the

domain will still be a subset of the counting numberg.

This experiment could probably be treated as a teacher

demonstration. However, a atrong plea is made for having each

student actually perrorm the experiment, collect a set of data

and graph the. ordered pairs, 'first by the method developed in

Section and later/by the method discussed in Section 4.10.

- 1 Moe Graphing

This section starts with the graduation of an irregular

container. 'The equipment should be kept as simple as possible.

. What.is,nqeded is any irregularly shaped glass bottle, a

.
22 cc. plastic pill bottle (this can be obtained from your local

drug store), and Scotch'mpagic mending tape or masking tape. The

irregular bottle was chosen in order to provide the student with

a set of data which would not suggest a linear function. The

student should be encowaged to develop a strong intuitive sense

for having collected only a dascrete sampling of the set of

ordered pairsrepresented here. The act of dipPlaying all

ordered pairs of this function as a "mapping"-from one.number

line to another numtker line,gets us nowhere at this point. It

is necessary, then, todevelop a new method ,for displayiri1 g. the
v

ord6red pairs of a function, or relation. The'rectalAgular

coordipate system-ia.introduced. All four quadrantsire

discussed. If your class has had very little or. no experience

with;negative nuitibers you may wish to pause here and introduce

some elementary concepts of the set of negative numbers or you

.':may.wish to omit-Section 49 altopther. Either appiroach'may

be used without having 6erious difficulties arise in the

remaining Secon k.lO of the chapter.

S.

.`tt.
Jr. ' '

4 `
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: Chapter 1

SOLUTIONS TO EXEi3CISES

Solutlons to Exerclse 1

. (JInuary, 61 days)

(Fetruary, 29 .daysY

(March, 31 day:i

(April, 30 dayr
(May, 31 days)

(June, '30 days)

(July, 31- days)

(August, 31 days)

(September, 30 days)

(October, 31 days)

(November, 30 , days)

(December, 31 days)

(a) There are 12 ordered pairs-in the set.

(b) There are 12 elements in the domain of the relations.

January, February, March, etc.

(c) Set of elements in the range: J29,30,314

le 're a uri.

. Yes, 1-C would Shave been answered differently, singe tho
%

,set of elements in the range would be f28,30,3l).

February has 28 days except during a leap year.

3.. There are'malgy relations that can be obtained from the

, information given in problem 3. These answers are.*2 of

-the many.
w

f((,B), (7,C), (10,C),.(22,A), (1,D))

A(.7,13), (10,B), (7;A), (10,A),.(j,C), (10,0, (7,D) )

4. . The SMSG text Mathematics for Junior lush School Volume a

. Part 11 wab used toiillustrate a possible solution to. ..

this exercise. . -0-

,(a) . (additive inverse,237), (multiplicative inverse,237)

(.repeating decima1,247), (terminating decimal,247)

(b) .(exponent,121), (exponent,126), (exPonent,129),

- (exponent,14.9)

-

2.
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:Solutions to Exercise 2
15

1 .111-- 14 .

(a) doma n:

CO range: .10,11))
-12 L-12

.11 . 11 (c) 2I4 cou 1.'d be a gooda gue:;n

:;1 nee the gleaph :; how; that. !I

9 -- 9

.8 8
the di fiNrce 0r the

7 .- 7
elements in the range for

6 6 aucceedIng ot.4§-r. pairs

5 Inc rea :3-es 'Uy one .ak3 the

4 4.
element -in the donla Ln

3

2 2

1 10 0

Increaaes by a yalue of one.

2. 10 10 (a) domain: )1,2,3,4,5)

9
_ 9

4

S.
143 42a) range: (1 2,3,4,5)

7
6

9 5

3

2
1

4,

3.

.e7

7
6
5
k

3

2

1

0

(c) No. ,The element 6 Ia not

contained in either the set

of elements of the domain,or

-the set of elements or the,.

,range.

(a) domain: (1,2,3,4,5,6)

(b) ,rarlge: (2,3)

- (c)'

(d) 2

(e) If the element of the Omain

is an even number, then the

"elemeqt of the range

assighe4 to.it is the

Aquler 2. If the element

of,thé domain is an odd..=1.=1,

nu ber, then the element of

.th range assigned o it is

the 'number 3.



(a) domain: (01, :1)

(14 range: 4, I 1 , ?, ,;, , 5,61

0 or

5. ,:,,The'ordered pairs are:.,

(30,85)',(40,90), .(50;105), (60,120), -(70,140)

domain;.. (30,40,50,60,70)'

range:. -(85,90,105,120,140)

C. The ardered prs are:

0,2), (12,4)-' (15,1),(18,4), (21,17), (2)

-domain: J9,12,15,18,21,24)

(244?1,13-.1-:?iqOrange:

The or d pairs are:

(1,2.2), (1..1,2,2), (1.2,2.4), (1.3,2.3),

(1.5,2.3), (1.6,2.7), (1,7,2.6)

domain:. (1,1.1,1.2,1.3,1.4,1.5,1.6,1.7)

,range:

The ordered pairs ardil

(.50,196o), (.59,1961), (.51,1962),. (.52,1963), (.53,1964)

I)
( . 54 4965)

.ree4 domain: (.5Q,.51).52,.53,.54)

range:. (1960,1961,1962,1963,1964,1965)

-

9.. The ordered pairs ave:

(3,1), (3.,1.6), (4,1.2), (4,1.8

domain: (3,43

range: (1,41.6,1.8)
"

10

-;

MP.



IQ: The ordered pairs are:

(2,3), (4;3), (6,(), (8.,7), ( 10,.1.1.), (12,10

.domasin: (2,4,6,8,10,1Y1

.rahge: (,7,11)

Solutions to Exercise

1. Set of all candidates Jothe domain.

4ot'of all votes cast is the range.

2. Set Or all triaogles is-the domain. .

Set of all areas Ls the range.

3. Set of all people is the domain.

Set of all first names Is the range.

Set or all counting numbers ls the domain.-

.
.Set of.all counting numbers except 1 -Is the range.

5. Set of all counting numbers is the domain.

Set of all squares of?the counting numbers is the range.

6. -Set of all positive integers is the domain.

range:

Set of all positive numbers is the domain.

Set of all positive numbers ip the range..

.A function is described beCause one and only one element
(---

of the range is assigned to each elgment of the domain.

The set of all positive numbers less than or equal to 20
c:

is the domain.

The'set or all popitive multiples of 5 .3.s the range i

1 (3..7,60); (5,75)2 0.9.2,300)

,

. .
. -

\ . 4,5-5. 4.5-',-e, :503,15114A 1

. ....
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a

Solutions to Exerc Ise II
_

A
.

. 1

1

I.

(b)

...

.....

_

...., .

.

_

.

_

(a)

... _._.... _ .. _ .._ _.

( c) The .two
. A

(d) (5 5)

A

sets have one ()int In common.

1

1.1,

. ,.

w



3 .

1/4

wit

A I .1.

(378))

_

...._
(a)

f
A

,

/
,

.
'16

I(b) (813)

7.
1

.......:i

I,

7

(a)

V

a.

((.1) (3,8)

........_

(c) The, two
ets

have one .

pOint
in
common.

(d) (8,3)

1/4

! K



-No. The domain in EXPITIBe 2 1:; whIle the d0m1;11 in

exercI:w 3 0; 8. The range In Exercise 2 I:1 while

the ranIT In Exercise A

6. tie

OA Yes

(c). Each point has the horizont9-'coordinat'e 0.

1N,



5
(b) Yes

e ) The .
ve 14, I cia 1

II
M
11111

I I

I 1 III'tilt
III

11

II
-A

fir

co-
ordinate

each

pc) I nt,

0.

1

t

lb. .

\..

4

----,:i'
I

.

..s.

111 - ...--,-...,,,

_ ...

I-
- -r

1

1
........-- -.- -..........-..........

,

T

--..---
.

.
1 / ..

--..:. ..--- -,---.--

---- ...
....-......-........« ....--.4.,..- .,-- -.-.--.... -.----.--

# -....-
I .

-.

.

.
I

:

I
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, lo ) , ) c( , ) IA , ( , ) )

*op, L.,), 11( -1o,- 1.0) 1(1 ).;--11) "i-i( t) K(o, iy)
1,( -18,0)

:.lolutiolin to 11:)(.ere130

1. --(a) fimt quadrant (g) th-trd quadrant
0 / % negati.vc horizontal axis (h) fourth quadrant

(c) Fourth qtitdrant (1) fir:;1, quadiant

(d) second quadrant (j) negative vertical axis

(e) iii n third quadrant

- (XL a)ci!, (1) positive vertical ax1:z r

1.

90
'80
70
66
50

444
30

20

10

100
14 90

. e
fl. 80
a

E-4 .70
60
50

401
4 o

30

7 ,...

Solutions to.Exercise 6

1

k- (a)
I I

(b),
I 1

t(c)
I - i

(d
I

)1

_

1

and'

___-_.

I

(b)

. .
L.

1

t

-- -
.

10

- - -

---

- -
w

,

1 __, -

1

-...

....

t- .

.-

.

-----. -

...---..p.

.--

1 .. 'k 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 .

. .

Time (mino)

1 9
16



(g)

C at 1 minute, ./0"C at ') minutes, 81.')')C

lo
at 9 minutes, 8P7.5. C at 11 mlnute:1

,

i)0
0
C at 3 mInute:;, 100

0
C

1
4 0

at I5,T minute:s, .V30 C at

c. (a) set of times In seconds

(b) ,set of height In feet

\(e) 44 reet

Xd) 2 seconds

at 13 ,m1nute::, l'50°C

17 mInutes

(e) 4 seconds

(f) No, since thli ball TelN1 to earth:at 6 seconds.

,-4 1 ".

. t .4

()17 2
. .

%,' ' .4.4 ,,

-
ty-

tik
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EQUIPMENT LIST ".

Part II

.Chapter 2

--OPEN SENTENCES -AND-LINEAR EQUATIONS._

t-

Students are to work in groups 6,c four. Each group should haye

the f011owingi equipment..

1., See-Saw Experiment

Science Supply

stiSk
heok- weight .(10. gram )

2 hook weights (20 graM)

. I 'hook weight (50 gram) ,

1 . ho'ok weight (100 gram)

2 hook weights (200 gram)

1 triangle file (5. in.)

Local SupOly

, '1 ball of string

1. rock

g "Dixie" cups ( 6

1 paper Clip, spring-tYpe "Eyerhandy"- hunt clip

.1 paciacage model clay
.

.

'in _ .

2 wooden dowelu (12: length)
. 0
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I, Chapter 2

-EQUATIONS AND PEN SENTENCES

1-urpose: ( ) Lead atUdents t greater4undewstand1ng of equations

'and open sentences in'pneral.

iMportance_of_matheTaticELin solving prob-

lems in science.

The po4lems are created at.the

. , (a) :At the introduCtion to the unit.when the. student .

1 makes predictions where,to sit on a see-saw to make

it bal4hce. p , .

(b) 'In the last*part of the unit wheawe want to find

It -out-the mass measur*-of a, piece of marble. by using.

( themeter-stick'wde.- ofthe see-savi.,-- .

,..- . Y ,

ilhe experithents have been tried by Bth graders. We found
1

lk

'that the students, involvement in the'actUttl experithentation is

-wiwy.important,, We suggest, therfore, that a teacher demonstra-

tion should be the second choices 'cinly. We want the children.to

develop sciehtific intuition and aspirit of inquiry. Let chil-

-dren explore. ;The;e are many w3aya of leaping. One is by actual

mani.pulation of objects. 'In the see-saw experiment -for 'instance,

the students,can, feel sphydioalli the balance or ithbalance of .

sqck..t>: ,

'The presentatiOn of .-ehe experiment is fully developed in the-

studentl s text. :Making the .meter atfck Model of -a eae=saw WoUld

be a homework progect before class work. The necessary .material

Cap bp. fo.und'arou4d the house and ,in- any hardware_ptol'e.

Materials:

j. stick

4" x- 41! 6" blOck or .w000s .

4. .6 ounce "Diqcip," . pups
. . .

.12 -4.49weu., 12 inches long '

ltiMp of modeling clay :
.

.

.00t oV 'staxidard -wel,:ghts (1Q, .20, (20, 50, 200, 200..

,

.0fIstrong. string-or nylon thread

`
:.!- ...

1, -..-..,.,-:-',,,;



In making bp a.meter stick model of a see-saw, the teacher

shou1 4 feel free to use his ingenuity and to make whatever changes

are.helpilul,, according to the,composition of the c.lass avi the nia-

terlals available at the time. For instance, the met stick can,

be supported on a knife edge by means of a knife edg clamp, coal-
_ -

mericatly macW for this purpose. (See. illustration.)

.

4i4

9

The.teacher should use this commercially made knife edge with

care since it is very sentitive, especially for weights greater

than 150 -grms. The sensitivity problem can be ellmi4ated by

sticking a piece of modelirig clay at the bottom part of the clamp

screw. (See illustration.)

-
modeliqg clay

\jf thetouclowr cannot obtain.the standard weights, he can use

: pennies instead. The pennies. can be Suspended from the atick by

,amall plastic :bags: the pennies can.be used not only in the see-.'

saw.experiments but alse to find the measure of the masa of an 01)--

ject. Instead of grams, the mass measure would be expressed in

terms of.the pennies. -For instance, the mass measure of the-ob-

.
JeCt:Could.be -equivalent to the mase,mbasure of 25. pennies.

'Before startlnk tAe actual experiment, the students should '

have some preliminary play on ba1ancing'i just to get the feel of.'

.. It. ItIB verY important that-the.s,tick settle exactly in a

, 22 1., 023.
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I'

horizontal position before the diAtance iS reed off. The'use of,

two dowels can help appreciably in this respect. The 6 ounce,:

paper cup.at each end of the Otick is used to eliminate extreme

' tipping of the stick. (See illustration.)
Et.. . ;

kAl

The distance should be eSiiiiated-U'thir-nearest-Centimeter;.other'....-

wise we will'not get the desired

Finding a genera). rule from the observations can be an excit.,

ing experienc, for the students. The teacher should_use-His

.ination to lead the students to.the discovery of the general rule:

mc.= 1200. Many students d1l easily recognize that there are two

:.variables involved, the-mass of the object and the corresponding

distancefrom the fulcrum, and that increasing either one increases

the balanding force.' if thellnit is being used on the 9th'grade.

level, the teacher can develop an elementary'understanding 'of.the

principle of moments. 'A mOment'is.the product of a force41.ndits..4

distance frOm the fulcram...In_this experiMent, 'whenever balance

exists; two:e4ual momentsaleo exist., Eachvof these'is:4.-product.

of.a Mass and. 4 distance. For example, ;Olen 120 grams at 10.-

centimeters is balanced by -60 grams at- 2.0 ..tbentimeters, thetwo

moments ere 120 X. 10 and '60 x 20. . .

.-.

y

On a more sophieticated level,the teaaier can even dial:Axes I

that when a condition of equilibAum exists: -

(a) The sum of the vertical components of the_jorces acting

on the stick is egual to A). =

!The sum of the horizontal ,compnents of

on the Otick is equal to '0, ZFh = O.

(0) The slim of the moments is equal to 0.

_the .forcfs -acting
-

Z.I4 0.

Actually, on the eee-eaw we.compare mas.ses, not weights.

,ConeXdOiTing Oe.fact,Ah4t:tile concept of mase.is diffibult, oven'

OV 90141ege stUdente,-We:Avp4ded discussing it, but nonetheless.

.

-7' '44,47.4;4-e



always used c in the correct sense. )The teacher should be care-

ful not to use mass and weight synonymously. The distinction need

not be rolphasized in.the classroom.
t

What is actually the difference between the mass and the

weight of,an object? The mass of an objeot is tlee same no matter

.whert0e --objeet is-. -The weight Of an object depends on the 10c6.--

tion of,the object...For example, suppose you weight 120 pounds

on your bathroom scale. If you went to the mOon with your scale

and weighod yourself there, the'ecale would read only about 20 .

pounds% However, yodr.mess would still)pethe sam-e.

-1)Consider another illustration. On tge earth you might have

difficulty in lifting a_chunk_of steell_whereas onthehoon you

.However.7.,on the moon and on the

earth yoa would have the same difficulty-accelerating It with the
A

same force.

4 The Weight of a b'bdy is a measure-of the.gravitational force

acting on it. Newton's Law of Universal Gravitation evaluates

this force as follows:
.

F G mM

%

where m is the mass of an object, M. is the mass of the attraCt-
-
.r lng hody such as the earth, G is a constant and r -is the die,-

tance between the centers,of the two attracting. objects.. Thus,

the weight is proportional to the.maes o. the object and alst-to

the, mass -of the attracting body.

:-Every time we measure the pull of the_earth one body, we are

measuring its weight. For example, a platform scale and a'bath-

roOM scalemeasure weight. A balance,, however, compares the pull

of gravity on two difftrent objece and therefol.e it compares the

masses of the.objects.
1),

'The treatm9nt of number sentences.and number_phrases depends

-on the teacher! The Unit can be used by itself. However, the

combined use of a' mathematice text along id.* the unit may seem to

be-la bvtter sOlution. .In this eection the teacher .can

see-sOw Iveg effedtivély Eta a.physi'dal model'kequay or

*
.

2 .6.
,
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The sectibn on finali-ig the' mass measure of an object 18 fully

developed in-the studelptIs text, ln experimenting, the.teacher

should take time to let the student develop a,feeling or approxi-

mation by comparing the mass of an 'object with a standard mass.

Furthermore, the teacher shoulcipoint out that the obtained mass

measure of the object is an approximate value, since the distance

--that we are..using to find the mass measure of the object Uvalso

amapproximation to the nearest centimeter.

z

4.
%

'The following text can be used as resource material tO this

:unit: Physiw by the PhysicW0SciencerStudy Committee, D. C.

Heath and Co,, 1960, or Physics for Students of Science and ENO.-

neeri,n14, by,Halliday and Resnirck,JohnlYiley alnd Sons, Inc.

, 2 .

........... ..... ...EXercisp j--L .

Trials d

1

. -0-2

3

4

5

6 I

"

....

_

12

2

8

24

16

'6

.

.

.

,

4

24

6.

2

3

8

m 20 40 10 26 10 50
) \

d 15 '7 .5 30 .15 30

. .

1.- :48.),.x-4 15,

$x

(
x ,or

('d) x -.4 -

1. .

:"'

Exercise 2

2 . (a) 27

(b) 96

.(c). 8

(d) 8

(a) or 11
,

.

.;



1.

t-

21.a, b, ef-
Exercioe 3

2. (a) 2 x (3 + 1)4,

(b) 2 + (4 x 3)

(c) (6 x 3) - 1

(d) (12 - 1) x 2

3- (a) 47 (f) 44

(b) 75 (g) 7 .

-(c) 70 (h) 26'

"(d). 14 (1) 30

t (a) ,(3 +.8) - 4 + (8 - 4

\(b) x 6) + 4

(c) '(2 x 3) + (4 x 3

-Eallirei4

1.

.

3.

ThS6 indicated sums are

afe .a., d and f.

(d) 4(47) + 4(3)

(b) 9(34) .+9(6)

(a) 12( -I; ir)

1 1
12(1-) .4- 12(11-)

7

b eind The indicated products

(o) 4($. + 4)_

(d) 18(3.2 + .8)

(0) 9(11 + 9)

9(20)

180
.

4 + (d) .0(17 + 83)

.7 0

. (b) (3') .(e). (0 + 9)

8
(?);.)

8

:11`.-4X,sf.:`,Pg



(a) 7(22)

(b) 12(33)

(a) k + 7

(b) 25x

(c) 100x

. (d) x - 3

= 7(20 + 2) (e) 15(36) = 15(30 4- 6)

140 + 14 450 + 90

= 154 = 540

=.12(30 + 3)

.= 360 + 36

= 396

Exercise 6

(e) a-+ 4 if a represents

John's present age

(c)

if x rep-. (g) 36b

sents Sam's present.

age

2. (a). x +.2 e,,)

-(b) 8x - (f) x + 6

(c) 15 - x

(d) 7x (g)

3. (a) 26 (e) '8

(b) 16 (0 30

t9 - ,(g) 12

(d) 168 (h) . 8

4. (a) x +.(x + 2) _if x is an pi/en number

x + 6
(b) :or (x + 6)

'(c)

(d) 2x + 3 .

(e) 2(7.+ 2)

x 5x .

(g)- 5x.4. 2(10x) 'or 5x + 20x if x is the number-of

nickels Mike has., I



11.

8

9.

10.

13.

2(a + b)
1000 k

100 cm

1000 p

1. C = 32

2. D = .32 n

1: (a) T

(b) T -

1. (a). T
(b) -F
(0) T

(d) T

(e) T

(11 T.

Ft.: 500 g

15. 100(5 + w)_ g or
500 g + 100 wg

16. 100 k + n cm

17. 10-2 t + s grams

18. 4 h

Exercise. 7

a. D = 2r

P , + b +

.Exercise 9

4. (a) 6
(b ) 8

. ( . It

(d) 3

5. 4 cm

d < 4 cm

d > It cm

.Exercise 10 .

-



Exercioe 11

1, Domain of n is the set of positive integers.

$1.35 n $236.ii

11 . 1/5 V

2. .:The domain of g is the set of all positive rational numbers.

$.30 n $2.76

------n

3.

1.

1.

Domain of g. 431,6

(a)

(b)

(a) ,;- .

(b)

(c)- 49

(d). 9.

:

(a) 5x. =

x .6

9

y 36

( ) '.sre..= 28

a = .9e
I

.:3.. .(a) . 3.0 In

.

the stiktrikf pOsitive numbers

Exercise 13

(c)

(d) 1

Exercise 14

(d) 3x = 60

(e) 9x.= 63

x = 7

t .

(b) -18 lb (o). 2d 'cm

1000 1
4.. 'Yes; if the (131) ...times as far atzt the box from;

'the..falorum and on the ..oppite side.

feet
.200.. lbs



_

e

7

3. (a) 10 in.

(b) 18 lb.

(c).2d cm.

1000 1
4. Yes, if the girl is ---- (110

times as far as the box from the

fulcrum and on the-opposite side.

. 5. 2 feet

6. 200 lbs.

vo

v.f

4



MaTTMELIST
Pat II

Chapter 3.

A OAS LAW/AND LINEAR FUNCTIONS

1. Charles' Law--Teacher.Demonstration

Science Supply

a Charles' Law apparatus A

1 thermometer, Centigrade (-200 -to 1100)

Lodaa Supply

,1 electrical hot plate

1\\

trays of ice cubes

salt

I Oloak tin can

,

41.

41;



Chapter 3

A GAS LAW AND LINEAR FUNCTIONS

This unit is a survey of some of the elementary concepts Jn-,

eluded in the broad subject of linear functions. It 114-(es no at-.

tempt to introduce all phases of the Subject, but, rathr, treats

a trooveliklics which arise from an analyiTs -6T-theAilth deriVed-from.

. a demonstration experiment on Charles, Lw. Ttle entire unit is .

based on this single experiment, which is referred to throughout..

In this way an attempt has been made to interweave the physical

phenomenon With,the related mathematical principles'.

-The unit is designed to be used in a ninth grade algebra

class although it is considered to be appropriate also for an

eighth grade class which has received the prerequisite instruction.

This.presupposed knowledge consists of the.following concepts and

skills: the properties of'the number system, algebraic operations

with signed numbers, ordered pairs, functions, and grapt\ing. For -

.the rest the unit(Is a self4Irtaiped.wickage. Therefore, there

is considerable fieiibility in the matter of where it will fit in
..

-

existing.courses. Possibly, the most convenIent plade to.insert

it IS after the' students have learned graphing and before intrq-

Auclng systems Of linear equatlions.
fr

Scientific backytreuhd 14 the experiment. ''Charles' Law is' a ,

-statement of one of the' properties of gasea, whode explanation is

covered by the broad kinetic -heory. The law states that the

, pressure exerted by a quantitY of gas at constant,volume varies

directly aa the.absolute(or Ke1vir4\temperature, or; ime:mathe-

matióal terms, = kT. !

The pressure exerte4 by a gas is due to the bombardment by its .
!:-

molecules of.the walls of the containing:vessel. -An increase in

the number:of.impacts ofthe molecules.ner unit of time pr in the

_aierage momentum whch- therbrini into-each impact will, of course,

.tend:to reault in-an increase ih the preseure.: Both of-these fac-

tors7depend..on'th# Average velocity 'otthe molecUleA. )Alviously,

thv hiiher the average velocity of'the molecules, the greater. w411
-0. .

be.the-rateof their colliiaions,with.the containinewalls, and,s,

ance.the moplentum o.V:ajpriole ip 40al to the pro4uot or At.q

k
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mass and velocity, the average momentum 'also increa:,es with an

increase In the average velocity. In turn thy average velocity

of the molecules depends on temperature. As a mLtter or fact, the

tempbrature of a-gas is a measure or the average kinetic energy or

its molecules. ::Ance the kinetic energy of a particle equals one-

half, the product of its mass and the square of its velocity (E

1/2 mv
2 ), it is readily seen that raising the temperature of., body

.or gas consIbts of increasing the average velotity of its m lecules

Hence, it can be seen.that these inter-relationships are such that

increasing the temperature of a sample of gas tends to result in ari

.increase in the pressure exerted by the gas. Furthermore, it can

be shown by theoretical considerations which need not concern us

here that the temperature-pressure relation should be linear, as

indicated by P
*

The above thc(iritical prediction.is verified by experiment,

but,Charles" Law, like all scientific laws, islian,exact expression

only in ideal cases. In other words the expression p kT is

rigidly correct only in tke case of an ideal gas, which for our,

purposed\can be thought of as one in which the molecules themselves

are point masses; that is, have zero volume, and .-in which there

. are no inter-molecular attractive forces. This is to Say that an

ideal gas is one.in which there are no internal factors which in-

terfere with-the behavior of the molecules toward their surround-
,

4ings.

Of.course, the-re is no such thing as an ideal gas. However,

throyh some range- of conditiond, practically any gas will behave

. in allnanner which approaches ideality. From the discusdion, it

.4 can be seen that Jr the interfering factors are 'kept negligible, or

.n6arly -so, these conditions will be met. -In this light, if the

.temperature is high enough so that the molecules are moving rapidly,

the effect of their attractions for each other will be minimized,

Also, if the, concentration of the gas,.that is, the number of mole-:

..cules per unit vOlume, is-keptslow, the molecules will be far

enough apart to again keep their mutual attraCtions llow and their

, volumes win: represent only a,verylMull fraction of the *pace 2.

"occupied by'the.bOdy:of- gas as a.mhole.

.Under:the coKl.itions'of.the d nstrution used in. this unit,

the_gas in.the,apbaratua A,s at a,high enough.temperatpre range .

antrloirvenqugh'conoentOtioll.to behave.auffiolently olOse to



ideality to meet our needs. Therefore, the data which will be col-

lected will yield an approximately straight line. The extrapolation

to the temperature axis of the.corresponding line for an ideaq gas

. results in an intersection at -273°C, the absolute zero oe tempera-

ture. This point is of great importance'in physical :zcience, both

theoretically and operationally. In connection with Charles' Law

-it is the 'point at 'whibh the pressure of a gas-becomes .zero. More

fundamentally it is the temperature at which kinetic energy becomes

zero and molecular motion ceases.

The line which will result from the experimental data will

.extrapolate to a point on the temperature axis which will be grati-
_

t..

fyingly-close to -2730C. Since we are extrapolating from.a line

segment which represents close to ideal behavior, naturally we miss

the derivations from ideal linearity whiCh come with lower tempera-

tures, and, of course, we also by-pass the sharp breaks which. would

IN occur if we took the gas down to a temperature at which it would

liquefy'and, eventually, solidify.

If it is desired, the demonstration Can be repeated using dif-

ferent amoUnts of gas (air will be used) An the constant volume of

the apparatus. If it is possible to reduce the pressure in the

apparatus to about 10 lb/sq in at room temperature and to increase

it to about 20 lb/sq in, these would make,good starting points,

along with prevailing atmospheric pressure. The more hir there is

in the apparatus, the greater will be.the slope of the graph, If

all the lines are plotted on the same axes, they will lihow good

convergence-toward -273°C.(or close to it) on, the 1,ensiperature axis.

ThislvintroductorY material will take on tore meaning if it is

re-read after reading sections 11-1 and 11-2 of the text. /In gen-

eral it would probably be wise to read commentary material both

before and after reading the sections of the text which that partic-

.ular portion of the commentary accompaniesp

.

NOtes on Text Sections.'..

.The introduction to the.unit will probably lead tki a discuspion

-orMhe terma:.underlined o the text, although at leapt.Lomp of the
. .

415



students will have encountered these terms in science courses.

There is also an opportunity for the teacher to elaborate on the

interrelation of science and mathematics. It can be pointed out

that-the investigation of problAs in science has stimulated the

development_of new mathematics, required to enables_ the investigaT.
tors to subject their findings to theoretical analysi8.-4or

example, Newton's invention of the calculus to help him under-

stand the nature of motion might be discussed. On the other hand,

the discovery of new mathematics makes possible and stimulates an

.attack on scientific problems which could not otherwise be ap-

proached. Much of our modern work on the structure and properties

of the atom would be tmpossible without the sophisticated math-

ematics that has come intO existenee in the last century, nor

would Einstein have been able to develop his 'theory of relativ-

ity without the work of the geometers of the Nineteenth Century.

The studentS might alsq, be interested in Archimedes, WhO, over

two thousand years ago,i combined in one man the mathematician,.

scientist, engineer, and inventor..

3.2 The Charles' Law aPparatus may be made in the school shop.

-* The metal btab is a floa't from a toilet water tanke This is
d

attached to .a piece of c4per tubing, which.in turn, is.attached°

to a bicycle tire valveassembly. The final attachment is a

-Bourdon tube pressure gaitge, .calibrated from.0 to 30 pounds per

square inch. Ail conneottions must be made airtight and the bulb

must.be soldered around its eqUatorial seam to make it Airtight*

Also. 'The glass front of the gauge should be removed and the

'..needle.set to read the local atmoSpheric.Tressure when the.air

in.the bulb is at that..pressure.

The. Centigrade thermometer.should read from -20° to 110°. The

muter vessels:can be-1500, ml or-2000 ad-beakers, although any cow-

taplers of the.appopriate size maY be -Substittited. It is conven-.

lent to:have. thp water. baths set up shortly before the experiment

is to be done and, thereforel there:Should Oe.at4east.six vessels-
*.

k



available. Depending on what facilities are present in the Class-

. room, a Bunsen burner (and ringstand) or electric hot plate will

.Vso be used. Therefore, at least one water vessel should be a

Pyrex beaker or metal can. A complete equipment list is given at

, the end of this chapter.

At-least six pairs of readingsof temperature,and_pressure_

should be 1de, of Which one can be at room conditions. The lowest

temperature used should be below 0°C and is obtainable by a mixture

of rock salt, ice and water. (4,t.,is important that this temperature

be used because it is desired tht the students initial graphs

cross the vertical axis. The highest temperature should be that

of boiling water. The remaining temperatures should be spread fairly

regularly between the lowest and highest. Readings should be' made

in order of increasing temperature, so that the students will more

readily see the relation in terms of an increase in one variable

resulting in an increase in the other. For thiN reason, it is not

advisable to staft with boiling water.and then produce successively

lower temperatures by mixing with-portions of cold water, even

though it is easier to perform the demonstration in thip manner.

An alternative to using separate vessels, each at a discrete tempera-T_,

'ture, is to obtain.some of the,,higher reading by heating a single .

vessel While the bulb and thermometer remain in it. Readings of

temperature and pressure can be made at regular intervals and, in

addition, the students can see the continuous and simultaneous in-

crease in temperature-and pressure. This will be of soms advantage

when the soncept.of continuity is introduced. The bulb should.be

!entirely iQiiersed'in th0A.quid and, in order 4'0 get simultaneous

rqading$ of the- two'instrumsnts0.it may ,be necessary to have the

asslistanco of pne of the studenti3.

-



Temperature readings should be made to the nearest whole degree

and pressure readings to the nearest fifth or tenth of a scale div-

ision. Since each division represents two pounds, the pressure

readings will be to the nearest 0.4 or 0.2 pound. Before read-

. ing the pressure gauge, tap it with a Xinger to make sure that the

-needle iS Stabilized in the correet position for that temperature.

Also cheek to make sure .that the bulb iu entirely immersed in the

liquid.

3.3 Make sure that the students draw the coordinate axes in such

.a way that they make maximum use of the space available on their

graph paper. The paper should be held with Its 1,0ng side horizontal

and the-horizontal-axis should be drawn about one inch from this

edge. Their attention should be drawn to the fact that only the

first and second.quadrants of the plane are going to be used. The

veracal scale should run-to. about one inch from the top edge of

the paper, and the horizontal scale should start with the -300

:point within an inch from the left edge and run to the +100 point

.within. an inch fromthe rigirt-edge.. If.the studen,ts ask why.tempera

tUre is designated 14 a lower case letter (t) while pressure is

- designated:by an upper case jetter (P), they should be told that

'the beason will be brought out later in the text.

.

5.4 The concept of continuity will larobably be familiar to the

-'students from previous work.in mathematics and/or science, . 'Hence,

this point will not require belaboring at this time.



3.5 The students should.get the idea that measurements are far

from infallible. If a study of the general theory of,measurement

has preceded the present work, some of'the ideas which are relevant

to this expertment can be reviewed. The text avoids any discussion

-i--------------ornón_i4ea.lity.os_..the.._gaa_as_a_partial_cause of deviation from

perfect linearity. This factor can be introduced if there haa been

a prior discussion of the material presented earlier ip this com.-

- mentary under the hee'ding of scientific background.

3.6 Every effort should be made to have available enough trans-

parent rulers'to.enable each student to have.the-use of one for a

few minutes-during class time. This will be especially important

if the plotted points deviate from ilinearity'by more than.a very

slight amount, for it"will be the only way that they will be able

:to see how to position the ruler for the "best line."

It is not appropriate at this ievelito discuss,the fact that

, 4 ;. r ' . . . .

the're,is no- ope "best..line
tf and thap. the choice depends on the-

, (

_mathematical pocedure used-to determine it. ...Rather, let the

students use a bit.of intuition and experimentation' with the ruler

to make a judgment, ,Toint out to them that they are proceeding

according.to the,ideas of,.the last few sentences of text section

are taking into account the fact that there are-,
.9

.measurement.,errors and are not letting these expected errors obscUre

the fundamental-relation that-exists between the twO variables.

Before the.students.draw their.lines, stress the,fact that

'the lines should_nof extend beyond 4 two -ejc.treme.points'on.thev

1:.,paper. In .the next:to last-. sentence o.f -.the section,. the .tatement .

1.made is hot strictly correct, for it neglects thp factor_of
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non-ideality of the gas. However, it 18 unlikely that any of-the

students will pick up this sub,tle point, even if the nature of real

gases has been discussed. If the.issue does arise, it is valid to

say that thecdiffect of this factor 18 practically-negligible under

the conditions at which the experiment was performed.

.1. y-intercept At- 3.

1/ 2 .

Answers to F.xercise 1

2 y-intercept Ro . 3/4 . . y-intercept
9 5. ito,

o

3.7. FrOm this section on there are several mathematical concepts

'presented. The. time spent on each section will depend pn the dlf-

fiCulty of the-concptsand the ability of.the students. It may be:;'

necessary.to reinforce learning with additional problems. Consider-
,

. able discusSion,of text material may also be neeessary. It is recom-k. -., . ,

4.:. ,
$,_ mended that sufficient:time be alloWed for each section; so that

,

-the average student will ach1eve reasonable mastery befor:e proceed-

...! ing C4 the- next SeCtion.
-- . J

et* -

The studentti may recognize and know by name, the:process of

interpolation which:is described in this section... The term is pot.

mentIoned

.sented in

by name, this being reserved fol,:the fuller treatment. pre-
,

6 later- section. 'rhe ¼n1y interpolations actually made in
,

:1 this. Section and the exer'cise arefrom doMain tp r4ge,.the rever0e.
6

oPeration alsO being .postponed to a more appkopriate Place in a

).later.section.:. .ghechief-purpodp of thisl section is simply'to

ablish theSact that thWgraph aotal;y represents
9

functional
.

,
..relation.

. . ..,

;q./ ; ..- ...: c, '4o. )
,5,....P-N,

I. ' n -. .' (k,.., i. ,-; : ., . ,' ,,t .

1-; .,,,....-.5 ,-.5; .,......4...t.. - .., ,, , ...II. ...:,;:: ; '5.-..

; 5 5,



Answers to Exercise 2
.

1. .a, b, c, e, g, h represent functions. The students may need

review of the fact that,in order.for a functional relation to exist,

,
each eleMent of ttie domain must have related to it a unique element

of the range, but that the reverse relation heed not exist.

2. a. r(-3, -7 1/2) b. (-2, -o) -c. (-1/2,

d. (1/2, -2.1/4) e. (1, -1 1/2). C. (21 0)

g. (5, (4/2) h. (8, '9)

-3 3/4)

4

3.8 'This section m'ay well be the'one that will present the mOst

ozlifficultles to the studentS. It is imperative that they learn how

to calculate the value of the slope of a line,- and much clas.sroom

demonstration and additional practice May be necessary o achieve
cs

this .end, V11,

It is suggested that the following method.of finding slope be

taUght in class to supplement, the text and that it be followed

consistently, at least on the outset. In this method the counting
,

process always starts with the change in x and always from left

to right. .Then the change i.n y. is 'counted, either up or dowp

'as the case may be. The'comparable,subtraction process is4to :.

subtract the coordinates of the, point on the. left .from the coordi-

nates.of the poinoon.the.right. If this method is 1.ted. and empha-

f
:sized to the .students, the following points can be m : (I) the

,

change in x is always positive; (2) lf the change i .y 16.
. .

.counted-upward.it is A.positive quantity), if downward d.t is nega-

.

.

:,ive7-these, designations Will agree with the results obtained If
.

.the'subtraction process. is employed;: (3) the sign of the.Slope .

.1, ; '
. . ¼

¼ < ,
. .
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,

will always be correct if it agrees with the sign of the change in

y.

After the students have been thoroughly drilled in the above

standard method, alternative counting processes (there are three

others) can,be.introduced,.if it is so desired, although thin is

not recommended. However, it might be well to show'them, using

specific cAeu, that the same value of the slope is obtained by

Y2 Yl Y1 Y2
the subtraction process wether one uses or

x2 xi xi - x2

They should be strongly forewarned against.the two common mistakes

made by students in finding slopes, namely, "scrambling" the coor1-

y2 - yi
nates in the sUbtraction process (that is, setting up

x,
and inmerting

- x2
the fraction in either process (that is, 1-

chanr;e ln
Setting up change In s6

It'is suggested that a chalkboard demonstration be employed

to show how a line is uniquely determined by its slope,and one

point"through which it passbs. This should be followed by several

demonstrations of drawing a line,.given m- and b..

Answers to Exercise 3

1. The valuen of the slopes.should beiexact, since they are obtain-

ed by counting.or calculation. 'The values that the students give

SOr the y7intercept in the first two cases are subject to some

deviation,

'on graph8.

since they will determine them by reading coordinates

m

a. 1/2

c. -6/5

'd. undefined

e.

f. undefined

g. 0

h. . 0

J.. undefined

2

0

none
4

. none .

'" 0

4

.none

11.

v,



2 and 3. It is suggested that these problems be done on the board

by students and discussed 'in order to provide further exposure to

this technique. In problem 5 the attention of the students should

be drawn to the fact that he point used to help determine a line

need not be the .y-intercept. This is merely a very conyenient

'point to'use.

Nio

3.9 An important, if subtle, fact-associated with equation (3)

and the corresponding versions derived by the students is that they

are all inaccurate. Equation (2), derived in general terms, is,

of course, simply a modification'of thc, Slov-intrcept form of

the equation of a straight line. The inaccuracy is, introduced when

the substitutions are made for . m and b in equation (2) in the

process of deriving equation (3), for it is patently impossible to

obtain from the graphexact coordinates of two points (used to

calculate and the exact value of b. Even if the best line has

been drawn through two of the original ordered paies obtained rrom

the experiment and tliese ordered pairs are used to calculate m,

the probabaity of obtaining the exact value of b from the graph

is extremely.low. Hence, if coordinates of any point on.the line

(these, too, probably will not be exact!) are substituted for t

and P in equation. (3),'the left and right members of the result-

ing "equation" will not reduce- flown to the same number. . The

amount of deviation will depend upon the accuracy with which all

the graph readings have been made. This matter of the. inaccuracy

,of the equation is not introduced to the student until the next

section and its full development is spread out beyond that up to

Extircise 6. Whenever this ppint is discussed, the 'students should .

.be'reminded that this condition will exist. whenever an equation is

derived from graphically-obtained data and, hence, is quite general-

ly true in the case of equations derived to fit.non-idealied

physical -data. .

'Only one.form of equation of a straight line is introduced in

this:section. However, if it is desired to.do so; the othex forms

may.be intrdduced as supplementarymaterial- It will be noted that

the general form-of the equation appears, without being named, In'

1i,e4ificeNamples,in.the.text andlavoblemS.

!.

,

,



Answers to Exercise 4

1. .The following answers are based on the answers to problem 1-
of Exercise i. Hence, the ,slopes are exact, but the y-lntercepts
-in the first two cases 44,re subject to some deviation in the students,
,answe'rs.

x 0 (no slope-intercept
h. y = -5/7x - 6/7 g. y 0 form)

c. y . -6/5x h. y = 4

d. x -3 (no. slope-intercept 1. x - 2 (no slope-intercept
e. form) form)y 4

2. a. m -3/2; b 9/2 d. m = -3/8; b = 0
b. m = 2/5; b = -7/5 . m -3/2; b = 7/4
c. m = 3/4; b = 9/2 m = 2/5; b = -7/5

3. a end e are parallel (same slopes makes them parallel; dif-
ferent y-intercepts makes them distinct lines).

4. a and c intersect on the y-axis (same y-intercept; dif-
ferent slopes makes them distinct lines).

5. b and f are the same line (same slope; same y-intercept).

3.10 In this section the statement is made that interpolation in

an equation permits the obtaining of more accurate results than are
obtainable by interpolation in:a graph. This is entirely true in

the casitof purely.mathematical equations, but-not alWaYs true.in
the case of an equation which is itself derived from graphically-.

pbtained data.

. . When the students extend the line representing the temperatUre-

- pressure. function down to, but not beyond, the horizontal
,

axis,. the

signifi3ance of»their using only the two upper quadrants can be

.pointed out, for to extend the tine into the region representing

negative.pressures would have.no physical meaning.

In this section, there can be introduced, if it is so desired,
.

4-.a discussion of some or all of the material.concerning_.the deviation
. ,

of a reargas.at low temperatures from:the ideal straight.line.

. 'This.will give.substange. to thb:statements made in the last twom ,



varagraphs of the section.

It will be noted .that all references to interpolation'and

extrapolation in this section are still limited to the process of.,

going from domain to range.

Answers to Exercise 5

Student discussion of limit of the range due to physical limit...

of low pressure.

2. Lower limit definite; upper limit indefinite.

3. The y-intercept, obtained algebraically, 13 -5/3. The stu-

dents can not be sure of this value if they read their graphs hon-

estly. Thia problem should be used 00.emphasize the superiority of

a purely mathematical equation over the graph of the equation, for

the purpose of interpolation.

4. The y-tn rcept, obtained.algebralcally, is 2. Ask the

-students-1f, even in this simple case, they could be,certain of

the exact value of the yintercept from the gr.aph alone.

5, The range is all the real numbers between -4 and 2,

3.11 "'?' 'Answers to Exercise 6

4. Nel,ther ordered pair4s a member of the solution set: Both

points-are very close to, but not actually on, the line represented .

4. 0

by the eqUatiOn.

2. Student review of much of thevreceding work. At this time,

there can be a review of.the ideas presented in the coMmentary

for section 3.9.

3..12' This section introduces4for the first time, interpolatiOn

fro range to domain and'goes on from there to develop the point .

that,there is bothing sacred about the designation of the horizontal_

axis.as the x-axis and the vertical axis as the y-axis. The

horizontal axis, is still'usect-to represent e1ementi3 of the domain

'and the vertical axis-elements of the rangel.but the domain and

range themselves are interchanged, as is represent0 by the inter-

phange .or labels ,on the'tWO axes and by a difrepent. graph. -The.

r*

1

"
... , "1 r . .

.



two equations are, of course, the lzverses of?
, resent the Same facts as the graphs. It might

*. the equi4llent operation can be performed with

Figure 10 as was peformed with the linear funct

ting the entire figure 900 clockwise. In this

relation no longer exists. The students can be

41

ach other and rep-

be pointed out that

the parabola in

lon, simply by rota-

case the functional

led from this to

the conclusion that only in cases in which 1-1 correspondence

exists wilq 'the .fUnctional relation be preserved when the domain

and range are interchanged.

The remaining major points in the section are the ones which-

are brought out as the answers to problem 2 of Exercise 7.

Answers to Exercise 7

1. x y(from equation) y x(from equation)

2 -8/3 1 -7/2

-4 . 3 -13/2

2. a. No.,

b. Yeu; the parabola in Figuve 10,is an exatple.

c. Yes; a horizontal line is an example (y = b).

d. Yes; a vertical line is an example (x = a),

3.13 If the students'have been presented- with a considerable

amount of the information contained in the scientific background "

to the experiment, it can be pointed out to them that the absolute

.zero of.temperature has theoretical validity. This la so because,

in spite qf the faCis...that the full length of'the extrapolated.por-

tion of the line does not represent the situation in a real gas,

the point of absolute zero was reached by eXtrapolation frop a

segment of the line.which approaches quite close to ideality.

Hence, this temperatUre has phyolcal significance, Dv it represents

thezero point of kinetic energy, and ia the point at which the

.1ine would cross the horizontal axis, even if it were obtained,

:experimentally, rather than by-extrapolation, and even though,t116

line would not be straight along its entire length.

Equation (5) offers the students an.opportunity to think

about domain and.range of a physical functio. Theyshould.be able.

.

46 46 *.

1
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to get the lower limits as -275 and 0, respectiVely. in rraph-

ing tho T,P) function, make sure the students use the sarl !dnd

of graph paper ap they did for.the (t,P) function and that they

use the same scale dimensions. Point out to them the Us of the .

,

(0,0) poAnt as a check on their consistency of judgment a to the

best line.
A

lf it is.desire&to pursue translation of axes beyond the

text material,-the eomPamhlson of'domain and range pf 'the (t,P)

function with the domain wo range of the (T,P) function should be

worked through in detail and related to the two graphs and 'two

equations. The students should be made aware that the translation

of the vertical axis resulted.in a change in the domainof the

func,tion but no change in the range. Thig-change occurs only in

the case of functions in whigh there are limitations on the domain

and.range.

Answers to Exercise 8

1. a. R = F + 460

b. Student graphs shouldy show m = 1 and b 1060.'-s

c. Student graphs should shol,- 1 and b = 600.

d. S = 1060 ;

e. S = R.+ Goo;

2. a. F = 9/5C + 32

*.b. Only the best students will get this.one. ,Their answers

will be R = '9/5k + 3/5 -or' K = 9/5R - 1/3. It should be pointed

out to them that the constants .used, 273 and 46o, are rounded off

values and that, if exact values had been,used,,the equations .

would be R = 9/5k and k = 5/911. They will see the logic of this :

'if it'is pointed out that at absolute zero both R and k equal 0

and that a graA.of the (R,k) Xunction.will pass through (0,0).

3.14 This sectionpresents -a-standard .treatment of direct varia-

- tion. The only subtle point in the section lieS in the definition

, of ratio. It will be noted`that the definition designates the .

terms bf a ratio as pure numbers. In true rigor Ito not say:.

that'we have.a ratio-of pressAltre to temperature0.but,-rather, a

=AI
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' .

1

ratio or numbers expressing measures or those two qOantities. It
A

i not recommended thai-the older terminoloq_of.a rate be intro-

0 duce -t,o reprbsent a quotient of firro unlike quantities, e.g., 10

mnee/hour, but,rather, thab the 10 be thought oC as a pure num-

ber evressing the value of the quotient or a number representing

.a distance in miles and enuMber representing a time In hours.

Answers to Exercise 9 *,\
\

1. a.
al ar)

b-- U5--

d. I = kc

1 2 ..: e. c,
.

b. a = kh ,
v
1

c,)

1/2

c.
1

c2

2. 0.394, approximately. The two constants are'-the reciprocaip

(Or multiplicative inverses) of each other.

3:b1a6-, y 2x

b. y 1/2x

4, y 4 1/2

5. ip = 7.5 rp

1
Ô. a. Student graph having m and b = 7.

11
, c. t

U. P f78.25 lb/sq in.

a. Y 3x - 8

b . .X = x .- 8 / 3

Y = 3X

,

c .

AW4onent List
-

11 Charlestlaw apparatus

,1 thermometer, -20 0 to 110
o
C

6-(or more).vessels, at least 1500 ml capacity; beakers or

metal cans.preferable

1 electric hot plate or. 1 Bunsen burner with 1 ringstand with

large ring --

-1 classroom set of.transparent plastic rUlers A
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.EQUIPMENT LIST

Part II

Chapter 4

AN EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH TO LINEAR FUNCTIONS

Students are to work in groups of four. Each group should

have the following equipment.

1. .NBending 2;1221

Science Supply,

1 meter stick

3. hobk weight (50 gram) .

1 hook:weight (100 gram)

2 hook weights (200 gram)

Local Supply

1 15-inch flat-sided wooden ruler (lir inch wide,

thick) .

1 3-1.nch.N"C" clamp

1 spools.buttOhihread.
)

.2. Theal1irt SphPre

-.Science 'Supply .

1 inch

2 ball bearings, .;[ -4inch steel

magnet, alniao hor eshoe (1" x 4P)-

local Supply'

.1 bottle, olive or equiValent)

syrups, light aro" (enough to fill each bottle)

1 ruler-(y0.5-centimeter) '

I.

A

I ,

., r-,.sr . . .



3., The Trampoline Experiment

Local gilpply ,

4% 1 9-inch aluminum pie 'l_ate .

6 15-cent balloonm, spherical

----------t---------1-s-10.X-24---Indh.Sheet.bristO1 board

1 pound of plastolene

2 glass marbl s

1. desk lamp (or,,,s1i4e projector)

- inch nylon bearings

k. ChIples4 LawTeacher Demonstration

Sciencp.SUpply

1 Cbarleb, Law apparatus

2 therMometers,'Centigrade (_200 to 1100)

Local Supply

1 electrical hot plate

: 2 trays of ice eubes

32 sheets frosted acetate x 11")
slieet per student)

,



Chapter 4

AN EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH TO LINEAR PUNC:TIONS,

Introduction

.1111e-purpoae...ar. this section .or.the booklet which_your students.will

etudy-for the next few weeks is to teach them some of the fundaMental concepta

oDmathematics regarding linear functions. AB-you know, these,areexpressions

which involve variable* to the-first degree; 'actually first degree pOlynomialry

bin a single variable. 7
.

..

1

. Whe.need for auch knowleAge can be presented to.the students through .

% .

the PfiysiaaniCiencea. M we tell the.students, "The mathematic° will-be

develbped to meet tht)AsiOlcular needs of a set'of experimental situations."

HOWever, after the mathematics is introduced in this manner a nuMber.of )11

logical extensions of particular mathematical structures will be made.

...
This.approdch to mathematics must not be made, as we have done so often

i

in 'the piat,,bitelling the student what will take place. The student him-

self must encounter first-hand the kperimental.situations from which the

mathematics will arise. That is, h must do the experiments himself, measureI

the things which change, record the data in an orderlx fashion, and exaudne

.it critically for whatever general relations it shows.

The experiments presented here for your students to do have been designed
_.

and performed by scientists and mathematicians,- working as a team, college

teachers and high school teachers, who feel that this approach to the study .

of mathematics has real merit ln our attempt to tvach the subject with under-

standing and interest.

.

Youl.as teachers) will be given the results of these experiments, the

data ye haveCollected, but.the student should be expected to find his own.
....

data and make his-own analysis of it; Thus the results of each team of

'students as.experimenters may be different, but if their work is.qOpe carefully.

thedifferences should not be too great. Dien though differences exist, the

real need..for graphing the data collected, examining the graphs for definite
_

relations, functions and egUations ahould.be apparent.

In this shapter four eXperiments are uaed. Each results in a linear
4

.

. .......

function.) but illustrates different aspects ok this topto.. The first ex-

'periment on The.Loaded.Beam investigates what happens.when a beam (a 15-inch
............

flexible ruler).is clamped to a.deek at one end:and loaded with a aeries

.0°4



of increasing masses at the free end. This gives a series of ordered pairs of

numbers which are graphed on a coordinate-system. 'Through discussion, the

student in led to the conclusion that, if other masses had been used, many

other'ordered pairs could have been found 'and graphed within the...interval

. .of the experiment. This leads finally to a "best straight line" which will,

the errors of_measurementl.be a graphical representation between the

two wariablest load-on the end of the beam and the resulting deflection of

the end 6irthe beam. At this point the mathematics of the slope and inter-

cept of the line is introduced, followed with a general discussion and practice

in graphing linear functions and an introduction to relations andmifunctions.

A similar procedure will be used in each of the exPeriments.

The other experiments on The'Falling Sphere, The-Trampoline and

Charles's Law will also deal with linear functions, but will gradually in-

troduce additional ideas on this topic.

An outline, of the topics included in'the various experiments appears'
.4

below:

A. The Loaded Beam

Graphing the EXperimental Points

setting scales

filling ln the line

"best straight line".

'Dcercise

-Slope and Intercepts

slope

.vel.ical axis intercept

y = mx + b (b = ml + b)
1

*inperpolation and extraPolation

Graphing Linear Equations

..p6sitive and negative 'Slopes

.pirawing the line from an equation

Relations and Functions.
/

domain and range.

."generator"

.
definition of a function

..geometrioal conditions of asfUnction.

.converse of a relation



geometric condition for the converse of a relation

-to be a fuinction

definition of 1-1 functions

B. The Falling Sphere r'

and. the Equatian.

npw "braid"

best line

-slope

equation, d = mt /

Ekercise

The Point-Slope Form

slope-intercept fbrm, y mx + b

through otigin, /5/ mx

slope-intercept ;on x-axis, 5,1= .m(x - a)

pant-slope easily gives these three as special cases

Physical Units

standards of masp, length, time

undefined quantities

MKS and British systems

Methematical Approach tO Units

form.for elements of set

multiplication and aiyision

addition

'units of.various illytrations

.Exercise

Beplacement'of Units

three kinds of replacemfnt.

tables for MKS and British.

,.1illustrative problems

Rxercise

The Tramgpline,

Ftuict,ion or Integers

nololest liney not .a.qtraight line

other,funetionS of integers only
\ _

41.

Eker#31.0e 2

Mathematical Tramp4ine. Mbael \
. . .

.
relation- ok hoi4it of lmoUnCe to previous. bounce

c.

153
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ordered pairs

graph of ordered pairs

slope of lint

meaning.of slope

length of bounce from.slopt m

equation as function of (n, h)

q't

, h
n n+1,

S.

6

calculating values of bounce

limit of domain, extension?

EXperimental Extension

cligtigie of constants of experiment'

nylon to glass'hall

' slope, change of

EXeroise
4 '4

D. Charles!s Law

&tending the Temperature Domain

4

definition of extrapolation

prediction of temperature _for O pressure `,

extend graph to intersect horizontal -axis

Graphical Translation of Coordinate- Axes

shift.. axes , not graph, linear shift

new axew- X, Y

slope remains same

horizontal aria ver:tical shifts

shift- for Charles' s Law, 'new, teinperature scale

both axes shAfted,

scales 4

ebraic -.Translation of Coordinate Axes

form., tO ("O) (1)
slafts h- an it from d M(( c)

4.

Loaded Be--_------- eriment
'

Or

"In performing this eXppyiment- and all dithers, you should have the stu-
.'

dents fdllow drections.Chrefully They should clamp the ruler onto the desks

Sirmly'anA. witk the Same dlSt'ance .extending beyond the desk.eacb time they do
,

.thp pElogrimOnt 'Lliffereqt groupS- pay use different distances.. .The holes
,

1

. .

4.V '1.4.4,,.1 7 5:n ,S

:..1

. . ;



liored in the rulers should all be at the same place (1 inch from the end).
1

You may have to do this in the school shop, inch holes are about the
8

rlght size. Since the thread must support up to 300 grams, it shoul.d be
*44

strong.' 4.11111 fishing line 1.iould be excellent. If .you use sewing ;thread,

NO. 24 or irntton thread would probably be sufficient. Make a loop from.a

__5-- inch length y -place-it around-the-ruler-and-draw At -downthrough -the

hole. The weights may be hung directly on the projecting loop.

All of these things are important because any measurement is subject
.

to error and we must be careful not to introduce others.

This experiment should be:done by groups of 4 or 5 students .

The equipment needed is listed below:

8 157.inch flexible wooden rulers

8 3 inch C-clamps

1 1Tool button 'thread

84 meter sticks

8 kits of -hooked weights, each to contain

1 50-grs.m, 1 100-gram and 2. 200-gram weights

The following data were collected on four trails for -this experiment.

These data are listed here on a suggested standard data sheet which we will

une for all experiments. If possible, this should be dittoed for. the use

of your students during this course.

.

.



Load"
1

(grams)

THE LOADED BEAWEDITEKMENT
,

Trial 1 Trial 2

' Posigon, Position
p.

(centimeters) (centimeters)

Trial
Positio

(centimeters)

'Trial 4

Position

. P
(centimeters)

o

30

-60

90

120

150

180

210

240-

270

300
4'

20:p
20.4

20.8

21.3

21/7

22.1

22.5

22.9

23.4

?3.8

24.2

20.1

_20.5

20.§

21.4

21.9

22.3

22.7

23.2

23.6

24.0

24.4
A,

20.1

20.4

20.9

21.4

21.8

22.3

22.8

23.2

23.7

24.2

*24.6

.00

20.2

20.6

,21.0

21.5

21.9

22.3

22.7
.7

23.1

23.6

24.0

24.4

4A

4.



4.2 Graphin§ the Werimental Points

There are a number of itemn included in the graphing of these expel.-
lg.

imental points. These are all discussed in the student's text and need not

-be repeated. However, be sure the students undbrstand these. The exercise

the-end of the ;Fit will help in sering.whetherthe -ideas have been-

understood.

Oetting the 'beet straight line" involves assuming it can be drawn

where it ought -6 be.. Often it will not be too hard to get a line which will

satisfy the student. Don't put too much stress on this now. .There will be

more practice and the students should learn quickly.

-The accompanying graph of the data shows the four trials and has a

"best line" Aashed.in. While this will/probably not be the same as many of

the lines obtained by meMbers of the class, it will be use& to solve some

b't the problpms for the teacher which may come up in the exercises.

AnswersAQ Ekercises, Section 2.2
no,

1, no,. no

2. The graph would not "fill". the paper and hence the divisions on the

axes would have to be shorter.

4;)

. This makes the graph appear,on avsmall

portion elf the page instead of filling

1the page.

4. and 5.

10
. .t ..

i

\
.

.

4

ir._

_ N

0 100 200 300

'In heating the iron rod, any reaaonable length of time may be. used.

6. Haveitudents fink this on their graph, FroM the graph. in No. 5 above,.

.-%165° will porreppond-appxoxim4tely to 8.29k .9.3 will orrespOn

approximately to. 186°.

. Probably due to inaccuracy of measurements or-of graphing the date...

57 57

4,

. .
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4.3
Slope and Intercepts

This will perhaps be the etudent's first introduction to the concept

of elope as a precise concept. Defining the slope as

vertical chang;'
horizontal change

. .

.will, we think, make sense to the student and he will probably be willing

to accept the statement that the slope of a straight line is a conetant.

reTtson, or course, ic that for any two points the vertical change and

horizontal Change are sides of similar right triangles and their ratios are

-t

equal. To find the elope of a particular

' line, the student must ehoose two specific

points lp the line., find their coordinates

by measuremeht or counting equares at this

level. Then by eubtract1ng the vertical values he will have.the vertical change,

and the horizontal change way also be found by subtraction. If you apply

this to.the °best straight line" for the Loaded Beam graph above, you may choose

the points A and B. on the line. A ie chosen on the load line at 60 .

and you can determine.that the-vertical distanceto the point is about 20.9.

Hence; the horizontal.distance is .60 and the vertical distance is 20.9.

The second point B hae a horizontal distance of 270 'and a vertical distance

of 24. The difference in the vertical distances is 24 - 20.9 = 34 and

the difference inthe horizontal distances, taken in the same order, is.

..270 - 60. 210. Hence the slope.is . 4

1:

vertical distance .1
015

horizontal distance 210 (),

"The reason that this is so small is that the horizontal distance in-
,

creases so much more.rapidly than the vertical distance.

The y-intercept, as stated 'in theatudent's'ttekt, is the point where

the'line crosses the y-axis.'. In this aection the student willUsually read

this-from the kraph and must see that the coordinates-of the:point are

b). .TIO find the equation of the line, he.must be able to see that if

this.point "(01 b) is used wtth an arbitrary point (.2, p), which may be

anywhere on the line, he can write an equality which, will be the equatiOn

. of the line in term of the two Variables and .p and thetwa known

.,quantitied ma-and -b: This gives

p m,e + b.

1*:-
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,

On the loaded beam graph the value of b is 20.l...011ence, the equation of

-the "best straight line" is

p = 0.015/ + 20.1

Rave your students find the equation of their "best straight line."

In order to apply this_to an aCtual case where he knows the slope i

m = , as in the student's text, he ean read from the gr,a01 that b .... 6,

and know that the coordinates of the y-intercept are -(0, 6). Ibis gives

the equation

- 0 7.4

Tb get the 1na1 equation which appears in the student's text, he must be

able to

multiply by

add 6

2(1) 6);

p 6-

- 6 6 6+ = +

6. 44:p = +

If the student has not.learned these skills with unarstanding, then

you will need to teach them before you can go further. You,will recognize

that this involves the use of both the additive inverse and the multiplicative

inverse and that the student,will. have to ulderstand these aspects of the

real number system before he can go on. ,

The use of "interpolation" here may be confusing to you.. At this'point

it is straight line interpOlation and it is first done.graphically by finding4
4 7

the value of y on the graph which corresponds to some value of x. Fbr
-

the scientists these values of the f1rst4tRiab1e x must always be between

those for which he has taken experimental data. He must also assure himself

that.these values have meaning and that he could have made measurements on

them if _he had wanted to. (Thiais not always true.. See Dcperiment C of dA

:this chapter.) Flor example', he could have placed a load of 50 grans on the

'loaded beam (ruler) and measured the position of the end. After the eqUation

is availablep'he may let i = 50 and solve for p by a substitution process.

'This is familiarto you'as a mathematics teacher.
_

6o _60



You and.your students should.reallie by now that the relation expressed

in the ordered pairs, by their graph, and by the "best" 1.4ne and Its equation,

have definite meaning only for the.interval of measurements made and rjcorded.

We suspect that heavier loads could have been added, but we also know that

at some point the ruler will break, or a metal beam might bend permaneilpy.

_We_know that. it.does .not_make,scupc.tc? a(4.1 Pett4.-t4ve loads, though $ou _could

contIlive to introdUce a force in a negati-ve direction, that is, up instead

of down. Howder, there are liMSts in all cases and you never know what data

bexond the actual measurements taken will exhibit the same relation as that

taken between the two variables. Hence,taeientists are always cautious about

going beyond the limits of-the data taken. This is called extrapolation.

The procedures for predicting values or the other variable are the Dame as

with interpolation, but use it cautiou61,4

other-experiments.

ots

More will besaid about this JAI

4 Answers to Dkercises; Section 2.14N

These problems aretto be solved by reading the coordinates of the points-

and intercepts from thewAggres.

1.
1 1

m(p and q) 2 ' m(p. and r) ' m ( and r)

2. For 12, m 1; for /3, m - 2; for 24, m 3

intercept b = 0 . b =00 bI.
1 1

3. For i m = - For h gon --,--

5 1 3

b 0

4.. Its slope and Y,intercept.

1
5. y -x , y x, y = 2x

'y = 3x y =2:x y = x + 3
3 3

It was the pOsition on the meter stick from which e amount of deflection

-was measured. 'No. -

.4.4 -Graphing Linear FUnctions

This is a mathematical extension of graphing various linear functions.

We have followed the practice in mathematics and used x. and y and coor-..-

.dinates of a. point.as (x, y) when npecled. Tts have been used in.various'

',

.'.



orders to find slopes and the idea of a negative elope is

the first time. We have also introduced lines where the

0, (horizontal lines), and lines for which the slope is

lines). .The Otlitm ideas are explained in the text.

1. m
2,

Answers to Ekereises, Section 2.4

3

introduced here for

calculated slope is

undefined (vertical

2. 0, slope undefined

3. (a) and (b)

3 (-1) ,
5' ml 3 - 1 2

- (-ti) -8
- .3 1

2
-x
3

4 - o
7.

4
. . 0,

2

4.-

Mi = M2, (-3, 79) 18

(b) y (0

4 4
.y = -x F 0

3 3

8. The alive would have been-negative.

f'.

=
4 -*

+
3 '

on the line

(d) y -7x.- 5



5

9.

.
2 - (-4) 6 ,

m -3 -3

1 - 2
x - (-3)

y - 2 0 -x -3

Y -x-1

10. (a) y rX + 3

(d)
5

(g) x = -3

4.5 Relations and Functions

(c) - 2

% (f) Y - 3 \

The last section of this chapter is a careful attempt to show the students

vhat is'meant by the concepts of Relation and.Function. Since these ideas

.will be used many times in later work in this chapter and in more advanced

work in both science and mathematics, every effort should be made to see that

this section is clearly understood.

The.definition of a function given in the text tells when a given relation

is a fanction, but the graphical methods given for telling thiemay prove

most usefUi at this point. The answers to part (d) - (k)- of the example

in Figure 20 are:

(d) function, (e) not a function, (f) function,
mt, ,

(g) function,' (h) function, (i) not a function,

(j) not a function, (X) 'not a function.

'This exercise is not hard and can be done:1n a few minutes during.cless.

Discuss carefully the meaning of the conVerae of a relation given in thv

paragraphs following this example. After they have solved the problems in

the exercise, especially number 5, discuss the meaning of likeree functions.

!, .`;

. _ .

-

t
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Answers for Merciscs, Section 2.5

1. (Solved in text)

* 2 domain (2), range (3,4,5) relation is in function

For converse: domain (3,4,5), range (2), converse not a function

3. domain (3,6,7), range (3), relation is a function

For converse: domain is (3), range (3,6,7), not a function

4: domain (3,4), range (6, -2), not a function

For converse: domain (6,-2), range (3,4),, not a function

5. domain (-1,-2,-3), range (-3,-51-7), a function

For converse: domain (-3,-5,77), range (-1,-2,-3), a function

Most of the points regarding slope, intercept, equation, function, relation,

etc., will be.developed further later in this chapter and in the others.

Hence, while youehonld not attempt,,at this timeto develop these concepts

'completely, do be careful not to over-simplify them and give.the students

erroneous or incorrect ideas.

Answers for EXercises Section 2.5

1. a. (0,30,60,90,...,300), (20,20.4,20.8..,24.6)

b. Yes

2. Yes

3. No. They include all of the values of d fran 30 to 300, inclusive

and from O to - 24.6 inclusive.

4. The domain is the same, the range varies Slightly

5. 1 h We could have hung-enough mass on the beam to
m

desiredamount of dei'lection.

Yes. Since a vertical line will not cut the graph og 2 2-3

m- m .

more than one point, the converse is a function..

:-64 64
t.

e



" The Falling Sphere Experiment

Though this is an investigation of terminal velocity and the measurements

made are of time and distance, only after the data has been graphed and ana-

lyzed and the-slope of the "best straight line",found at the end of 13,1 is

the idea of velocity introduced.

The "falling sphere" is actually a small steel bearing (u inch Sin

diameter). It is used because it reaches its terminal velocity quickl,y in

Karo syrup and becaude it is attracted to a small...magnet. It can, therefore,

be brought-to the stirface and positioned properly for the repeated trials

used in this experiment.

This experiment will be done by the class working'in small groups of

.4 to 5 each. The equipment needed for'each group is:
1

small upright glass cylinder (8 inches by 1/4 inches)

Steel ball bearing, g inch

small magnet

centimeter ruler (19 cm.)

metronome from music department

Kara syrup (white)

10 paper strips, 1 X 10 inehes

cellophane tape

Data for the table of values (these are also ordered pairs of numbers)
-

is found by measuring the marked tape and by finding time after the sphere

has fallen 0 secondal 2 .Seconds, 4 seconda etc. The table of values

found for this-experiment is giVen in the table'on the next Page.;



Time

(seconds)

THE FALLING

1

Distance

(millimeters

SPRERE EXPERIMENT

Trial 2

Distance

(millimeters)

Trial 3

Distance

(ntillimeters)

Trial -4

Distance

(millimete/2s) 4

-

0

.2

4

6

8

10

12

16

18

. 0

/5-5
11.5

20.0

27.5

35.0

43.5

50.5

5 6.0

62.5

0

6.5
13.5

21.0

27.5

35.5
42.0
49.5

57.0

65.5

6.5

12.0

19.0

27.0

34.0

40.5

47.0

54.0

61.5

0

6.5

15.5

23.0

30.0

37.5

45.0

52.5
59.0
67.0

(

.11

r,



11..7 .The Gr,aph and the Equation

Graphing the data and the drawing of the "beht.straight line" follows

the same procedure as in the Loaded Beam experiment. 'A difference is that

the origin, whose coordinates are (0, 0), is o point on all the graphs.

When the- line has been...drawn. by.each.etOntf4 he can fihd.its slope.by

finding the coordinates of one point 1t
1'

d
1

) on the line, since he already

has the4 point (01. 0).- The coordinates of the point (ti, di) must be found

by measurement or by counting on the student's gfaph. .The slope m which

the student finds will be number, asually a fraction. It will be a constant

for his graph, tiut will differ from his classmates'.

Tb.find the equation of the line we

the Loaded Beam experiment. That is, we
el

coordinates (t, d). By alsowith

comes out easily as

use again the same procedure as in

select an arbitrary point on the line

using the point JO, 01 the equation

d = mt

where m is the student's constant slope. 2he equation of.the best line

on the graph here is:

2

Only after this point in the analysis of the data of.the experiment ia

the velocity mentioned. The discovery that the elope of.the line reptesents,

the tetminalveloeityof the falling ball bearing should emphasize,a meaning

of the slope not often encoUntered in the mathematics cladbroom. As indicated
, -

in the studont's text, this will be discusse4 more,fully in Section BO

on Physical Vhits.

Special Note: Have each student save both Ms data sheet and-hie

.83.1 experiments done.* These will be necessary to solve exercises

chapter and in later chapters. (f4DIA may want to take them up

(k

graph for, ;

in this -

store them.)

vi
4
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&ercise

;

'L

\

The purpose of;the first two problema in this exercise is to give alternate

ways tAind the-bestalraight.line from the data already collected.

e.

The slopes are the same because slope is defined by

Vertical distance
Horizonta istanceN

t
1. 4

Hence the,slope of
1

in both caSes is m = = = 1.,

I.

5. Troblem. 5 introduces for the first time riegative000rdinaies. Thi:6
>; *

may not be clear to the students, but let them think about,it for a while..

Actually ye distances were measured' in a downward direction. By using a

pullgy arrangement in the Loaded Beam experiment, the beam could havAl been

pulled upwards,,Which is oppoalte to the action in the experiment. .You might

want to suggesl.this variatAon to the experiment to some of your better -8-Cudents.
. _ . T

The graph of_this,problem apiiears belo*.

/Table

(time

for No. 5

distance.

2

10
t.)

--0

2 -6.5
-13.5

8 .27.5
10 -35.5 -39
f2 -42.0
14 -49.5

-57.0
18 A

I

6 10 1:2'

0-

1

,

'Thl,ploPe la

.1be velocity is in IA downward 4irect1on.

ii

44c

04.

6

-60

770

4

A

In
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4.8 the Point-Slope Form

Thia section ia a mathematical development of the various.fortm for the

equation of a straight iine culminating with the point-slope form. A brief

development shows how the special forme can be qUickly derived from the point-

Fur>example7-1f-one ofthe poi-nta ia (0, 0), -then
P

y d m(x c)

becomes y - d m(x 0)

or ,

.the line which paases through the origin. 1.41

for 2.8

.

1 and 2. In these problems the students will'have to calculate tht slope

first using the coordinatefvf the two pOpts read from the grapp. Then by

the use of this,slope and one' of the given points together with an arbitrary
.

' point (x, y) the equation May be written in the Point-slope form oT in one

of the special forms wheh it.applies to the particular line. For exAmple,
-for line 12 the given points R and S have.the.coOrdip.ates (3, 2)

. .

and (124 7). Hence the slope la

7 - 2
m

- 3 9

Using the point (3;1:- 2) with m r-2* the poili*O2,4146 fOrm gives
'

. - 2

x 3 9. .

9y - 18 = 5A - 15

5x - 9Y = 73

Using .(121 7), . .

-.or

_x -12 9

5x c 9Y -3

3. Whe :reason for this problem is to show that the intercept may befound

from the equation and.that we do not have to depend on.reading these from.

the graph.' this grapti has scales instead of. axes, it is.not.possible to

readthe intercepta on-the graph. .The procedure, Or course, is.to substitute

r



I.

0 ror x hi tile equation and aolve y, then substitute 0 Cor y

10.and solve Cor x. For i
6

the equation,ia y -----x.

P76,
(L:';'..(,, 0) and the y-hitercept

Y
Js (0, ---)

r h

the x-intercept

The student might have to meauure the coo.rdinateu Vor the point neiected.

This may bc- done by cpunting uquares It: the Line crosueu at an intersection.

111 - 3,

,m . -2,

y -4x y 12.5,

4
) Physical Units

y-intercept number 18

y-intercept xmmber

m
/

y-fntercept number -12
2

m = -4, y-intercept number -12.5

This suggestion-of introduc' g physAcal unitu in the mathemAics clasa-

lcroom is against recent trends in t . teaching.of mathematics. Elementary

'arithmetic and alggbra have been devefoped,by the use of the real, number'

slfstem with the basic operations of addition and oubtraction. it is true that

. the other systems-and.other operations a.e Introduced brlerly, but thiu hau

been done so that the real number system will be understood.

There is good i.eason for writing open sentences and equations in terms

of the real.numbers.. 'The properties of this system are clear and concise

and no1:4,too dirf-lcult ror children to understand and uue. This enables

us to be sure that our results are reasonable and mathematically sound.

Recent writers of mathematics text books for the.schocila have kept the real
.

.

S.

?umber system and its properties closely in mind'and have succeeded well in

confbrmIng to Ars pattern.

comparatively few problems

and equations, it bas been

such- units rather than the

When"they have needed

which have been used to

suggested that children

units themselves. When

physdcal units in the

illustrate open sentences

think of the number of

the solution of such an

equation has 'been found, then the student is expected to recall th rious

units-involved with these numbers and assign a single or a compound unit to

the answer The answer to the problem is then such units as 30 pounds per

square inch, '50 feet per second, and so forth.

.This is not considered adequate for the physical sciences. Hence,

traditionally.mathematician8 and scientists kave.solved problems differently.

The scientlsts have considered theuse Of units'necessary for a proper

understanding'of. the physical situations which can be stated in mathematical.

form. The mathematicians hav2 nOt considered this"u ueriouu problem und hence

students have been confuséd. At least at the elementary leatel, no simple

71
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set of baste, principles ot defining a system ot units ,,nd the operntioin.;

needed I'mr them has been available to the studentt4 mad Leaeher::,.

Yvt th, solution or this tenehinv problem simple.. IL porsible to

define physical units do a set id elcmeas with three (or rive) undefined

terms: ..Under an bperalffin of "multiptic.ation," oirniffed by the symbol ®,

and not unlike multiplication with real numbers, thin rorms an abelian rtmlp.

Whis Is described more carefully below.

11.10 A Mathcmatinal ApproaCh to Units and Dimensions.

It will now be shown that all physical measurements in a single system

or units are the elements or a single set which forms a group, under a given

operation of multiptication. This set not only inclu(1es the standards for

length, mass and time, but all the physical4quantiLies that are derivable

from these three undefined quantities. A few oV the derived quantities are

force, velocity, acceleration,.density, momentum and energy. The set eould

be ex-panded to itiClude the standardb of temperature and electric charge,

but this will not be done in the treatment that follows.

Physical quantities expressed in the meter-kilogram-second (MKS) system

or units are the elements ()Pone group, while the.British system of units

constitutes yet another group.

Although wany of the mathematical details of the following development

will not concern the student directly, it in tipought. best to present the

notion of physical quantities as members of a group'in a'rather formal way:

Let the elements of a set U be

n1:1 MB T..
whertit n is a real' number / 0,

11, q, r, s, t, u are integers,

and q, s, u / 0.

.The syMbols L, M and T refer:to the standards of length, maSs'and time.

.1n the MKS syaem of untth, t Dieter, M Illogr4m and T second. .

the British system of units,' L foot', M - slug, and T SecOnd., Using

this notation, a length such as 5)4 meters would be written 5.4 L
L
M
O
T
O

.

An acceleration such an
(meter

sec'7

would be written 0.614
1M
0
T
-2

. Also, a

-'2

.Vorce_ (F =,-. ma) of '12 newtons would be' written .12 L
1
14
1
T .. The real. *

.

numbers are also elements of the set; l.L
0
M
0
T.. la 1, 5.3 L°m°T

0
= 5.3,

,

-3.

,

7c)4s/



Let a binary operation or "multiplication," !,,mholi-...ed 1)

be defined as rollow:::

p r

nLq Ms T
i.o

L" M U T
r t t

nn
m T

. . .

Clearly, the operation exhibits closure and .yiuld;! a unique prOduct.

The set is a group U ("units" croup) with respect to the multiplication

operation indicated above becv:e the fullowinr properties uru saL1L,fitd.

(i) If a, b, c are any elements of U, then

(a 0 b) 0 c =, a 0 (b c) (as;:ociative taw)

(ii) There exists an element e -of .0 such that

e a a (), e a

for every element a of U.

We have e = 1 LOMO

(existence of an Icientity)

(iii) For every element a of U, there exists an eLement x of U

4.7
fur...h that-

a QD.X x

We have, for a

Et =

p r t

n Lq- M s

p r t

I f-t1

Further, for every a and b in U
0,

QD a

(existence or Inverses)

(commutat 1 ve property )

U is therefore an abelian grOup.

One final propely of physical quantities is required. It Ls contained

in thefollowiaN definition:

_Definition! For any two elements in.the group

p r t E r t r t

n Lq M T " Lq M 2 T" n M ,T "

The above definition serves to define the operation "op II which can

..be applied if and only if the values of E , and I are the same for both
q LI

eleM6nts. Notice that in the special case where n nt = 0, the sum is not

an element of the group. Otherwise, the opd'ation "0" gives closure, and

in all cases yields.a unique. -sum.-

r.



Theorem. Tr a, b, c are olements or U, then

(b (:1) u) (a h) CO (a (0 c) (distributive law)

lk.re the opt! rat i On " G " is defined by the definition. Au a consequence,

the "0 " operation indicated 'on the abOve I prola-r whenever the

-i16?..Frat-Leu. OIL Llie left la ether lwiuLwc., LC ti and (.;

have the same units, the units or b wi I I be the same as those of

a (0 c.

The mathematical basis for the treatment of physical properties is im-

portant in the following ways:

1. The definition of the elements of the group focuses attention upon a

::ingle system or units.

0 The operation "0" is one which always yields another element of the

same group. if, for example, MKS units are strictly adhered to, all
A

new quantities encountered must be MKS quantities.

3. The operation "0" is the one actually performed In science when

"hybrid" units such as ft. lb., meter sec-2 and slug ft. sec-2 are

obtained.

0 . 4. The operation "0" allows One to add feet to feet, kg to kg, and newton

meter to newton meter. Ibis operation permits one to obtain 0, a

situation .often encountered in physical situations, but 0 is not an

element of the group and " has no mathematival or physical meaning

for it.

5. .Rivision in physical situations can be considered in the same mariner as

in mathematics.. Division is multiplleation by an inverse.- That is,
-2

meter see is the .ssme Sec.
-

meter

6. The distributive law is not really necessary for the analysis of physical

.situations. In all cases the addition operation "CD " could be performed

prior to the one oil multiplics.tion.

7. Conversion of units may be performed without considering millimeters

as an elemsnt in the MICS group, nor ounces in the British group.

."Mdllimeters" and "ounces" may be taken as different names for elements
1

that are in these groups. Identity is then expressed au mm
1555

meter,

1
cm . 156.meter and km = 1000 Meter. A conversion table of this.form is

used -simply to replace mm, cm and km whenever thyy are encountered,

by its esiOvedent--an element in the kroup.. TO get ouht of the group, one



would require identies in the form 1000 mm - I meter, 100 cm = 1 meter

1
and km = 1 meter. Notice that no algebraic manipulations are

1000
required in either procedure.

This topic will almost certainly appear strange to the mathematics student.

He may even think that it is not sound mathematically. However, it is sound

----and perhaps you can convince-him of thke hy.preeenting to hiMI-or having him--

recall, certain systemo which use only a subset of the read numbers, like the

whole numbers, the. even numbers, numbers modulo 12, or "clock" numbers. Also

other definitions of addition or multiplication can be used as effectively

as the ordinary ones.

8

-$

Answers for EXercises,

1. 12 kg meter; 13 ; 15 meters;

,., meter
c. ) ; 1 .8 meter Kg; no ans.;

2
sec

Section 2.10

10
meter

147
Kg me2ter

54 sec
sec?

'
sec

meter

2Kg
no answer

3. The unit of C Kg; the unit or d is meter; the unit of m is Kg

4. The unit of C is sec; the unit of d 1.6 inch, the unit of- m is

inch 1

sec
meter

5. The unit of slope is m ----- or m, a real numb'er.
meter

.-512
, 6, The unit of x is

ft
; the unit of b -is Sl.

.-

411 &placement of Units

The purpose of this section is' to teach the student how to replace units

written With various units within the MKS system intO the standard units of

meter, kilogram and second. This is done by the use of tables. A similar

table is included for the British system. Hence you will want your students

to change millimeters into meter6 and kilometers into meters, etc. The answers

to the problems of EXereise B.4 are:* '

1, 86 mm . q.086 meter; 1700 in; 1.5 Kg. 0.0073 -----
meter

2600 meter

Kg
2

sec

meter
see Kg '

881t=
'

72 ft2 2 ft2. , 943o ; 0.0015
'

0 ft :lug
0.0067

ft slug

see Pc. ec
see

2

2.1a
rt

75



4. 1.9 meter, 0.0)22 Kg, no anuwer (can't add)

5. 1% EI- ist
sec ' 129 sec

4.1.2 The Tr oline Experiment

This experiment deals with data which is not linear in character, but which

can be can be analysed by the use of derived data which is linear. This will

present problems to both the student and the teacher. HoWever, the explanation

given here with that

This experiment

You will need to Use

will be:

in the student's text book should be sufficient.

will be performed by the teacher as a-class demonstration.

student help to do the experiment. The equipment needed

1 .9-inch aluminum pie plate

-6 15-cent balloons, spherical

1 10 X 24-inch sheet bristol board

1 pound of plastolene

q glass marbles

1 desk lamp (or slide.projector)

42 - inch nylon bearings

4,13 Functions of Integers

The results of this experiment, when graphed on coordinate paper in,

Figure 3 indicate clearly that the points do not lie lielestraight line.

47hi1e this isaperfectly good graph and has an equation, the ordeXed pairs

for the graph are single points and the use or the equation, if the students

,.could find it, is beyOnd this present level of mathematical knowledge.

Certainly it is not a linear function as the chapter.heading indicates.

The data obtained for this experiment :and. the graph of the data is included
V

: in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

7 6
.t



Bounce

number

0

trial 1

50.1

THE TRAMLINE

-Height'in em (h)

trial 2 trial 3

(obtained from shadow)

trial 4

Average

height

.50.1

Corrected

height

h
n

46.o

h
n+1

_

4o.3
7

. Calculated

heights

h
n+1

39.6

1 44.5 44.5 44.4 44.3 44.4 4o.3 34.2 34.0

2 38.3 38.2 38.2 38.4 38.3 34.2 27.7 29.3

3- 31.9 31.8 31.8 31.8 31.8 27.( 23.0 25.2

4. 27.3 -26.8 27.0 27.2 27.1 23.0 19.7 21.6

5 23.8 23.7 23.9 23.6 23.8 19.1 17.0
.

18.6

6 21.3 21.1 21.0 21.0 21.1 17.0 15.5 16.0

7 19.2 19.3 19.5 20.3
-

19.6 15.5 13.0 13.8

.8-- 17.3 16.8 17.3. 16.9 17.1 13.0 11.0 11.9

9 15.1 14.9 14.8 13.5 15.1 11.0 9.0 10.1

lo 13.8 11.2 13,7 i 13.8 13.1 9.0

5Trinch nylon bearing (diam. 1.4 em)

light source gi 4 meter distant

Figure 1

obtained

by

subtracting

4.1 em.

ss.

NYLON

BALL

9.

,

-.,
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Answers for Exevelses after ;-.1.3

I. No. .1111e bounce height occurs once, and once only, for each Integral
1

number 0,1, 2, 3 etc. There is not such thing as a bounce number 37-
3

2. Yes. Each number tt. (0, 1, 2, 3, etc.) given a unique corresponding

-----
height .

Yes, fOr greater than 10, but the heiAhtswill be harder to measure.

As n increases, the bounce heights become more difficult to measure.

Furthermore the,bounces soon stop!

Data for this could be best collected from local. newspapers. Almanacs

and chlendars include general information for some time Zones'and these

times are not usually true locally. Such times for special localities

are usually given In'T.V. weather broadcastd.

4'14. Mathematical TrampolIne Model

;*.

Hence at this point we look more closely at the data and try to find

some representation which does yield a straight line graph. Fortunately in

this case we succeed quickly, but in later attempts it will not be-as easy

or as successful.

We suspect that there is a relation between the height to which the ball-

bounces and the heigat to which it bounced thy time before. With the data

already collected we are able to make a table.df values for each height and .

the succeeding bounce, which is actually the next bounce. The table, which

is written'in the student's text as the Ordered pairs

(h0 hi)

(h1 h2)

(h
2,

h
3

)

etc.

has6the following orderecIpairs from the data presented earlier from the ex-

Perlment done by the writing team. (See Figure.1.)

these ordered.pairs are arranged in a table we can consider the first

1

elementa.as_being reprpsented by hn -and the second by. hnia and the table

would.appear again as.in Figure 1.



These were used in ptottinr the p)ints folkhe i.raph the

student's text. When they use their own data may he stiphtly different.

In this case it is also possible Co rill in the points on the line by.

_ TIA!: :.0.vp: m40, 1.)c.. obtpihed

by measuring distances for the coordinates of I_wo points on the lime. For

examp)e, when

the slope is

h
n

= ;0, h
n+1

- and when h - dO, h

4
m - -= - 0.86

50

and the equation of the line is

'11 .

n+i- n

. If the equation is written in the form

then

= mh
n41.

m -
h
nil

o

n +

This will enable us.to determine all of the bounce heiphts terms of the

bounce number and the height of the previous bounceor more simply, in terms

of the number n and the original heipht from which the ball was dropped.

The data table in C.1 could have been written in the form

h

.o

2

3

0

D.

111.50

m(m.50)'-- m
2
.50

m3 50

m.70

The xesult of this is the equation given in the student's te.Zt

n+1,
h
n+1

= M n

Since m is constant (*as shown.by the straight line graph, Figure 34) for

a.given trampoline systeM, a nylon-ball, kind of.ballopn, etc., the variables

exe n and ,h , Etna the equation ip one With a variable in the exponent. It

.131 .



\Is certainly not linear and Is restricted to a particular dom in, but we have
, k

been able to find the equation by the use of our knowledge of incur runctions.

This development and use or the linear function will certa nly be strange
t

tu.the_secondary mathemat.ics teachei:.-7. .The_procedure.is not_fam140:_to moat

mathematics students, even at the college level, though applied mathematicians

and scientists have found it &wry 'useful. However, there seems to be no reason

why secondary students should hot be able to understand what has been done

and-ricognize its usefulness. The procedure will be used again in succeeding

chapters with varying degrees of success. It is considered that this knowLedge

will be extremely useful to students as they go into science courses at

higher levels.

4.1!' Expeximental EXtension

This section is self-explanatory and will give the students the idea

that the results of a scientific dxperiment change when the conditions under
-

which data is collected vary.

Dtercises

1. This refers to the student's.counterpart of Figure 34 in the text.

The domain h will be approximately 6 < hn < 50 "and the range

h 5 < h < 40. (The Students' measurementdmay vary qonsiderOly.)

-The domain and range of the mathematical equation representing this data

cannot safely be extended too far l'rom the experimental data.

2.: For h
o

= 10 For h =-50
o

1

2

4

10 o

1

2

3

4

82 --'

50

25

1!2.5

6.25
1

33
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Bounce
number

THE TBAMP*OLINE

HetEht

Trial 1,

2

6

8

50.2

41.3

3,2.11

in cm (h)
Average
height

hTrial .2 Trial 3

50.2

45:4 45.5 45.4
51

41.3 111.2 41.3

t-

37.4 -37.0 37.2

.32.4 32.4 32.4

31.1 30.6 30.8

Calculations nottcarried farther
h
n + 2

.beeause yields the eguare
yr. 1111

of the slope m obtained with nylong ball.

".5

Corrected
height
siihn

--DATA IaSPLAYWCON n,h)'PL0T--
'/

. FIGUHt
? A

4

4

46.1

7 41.3

3-7.2

33.1

4

28.3

M A
I

tASS
R B L E .

.115

"

1



14.16 Charles' Law Experiment

This experimept will deal with.the change in pressure of an enclose(1

.gas cord inary air) vs.ithe temperature. However,.we :Audi be

interested in Ihis experimeht-beedUae there -is somp physical meaninr to the
dr%

extenaion of the dothaln (the temperature) beyond the experimental data collected

avid the accOmpanyIng mathematical coilcept s. or graphical and alpehraic trans-

latiyn of4b e coordinate axes.

Because f the eRpense of the equipment and the fact that hot.water is

used,.this eXperiment will be done by the teacher as a'class demonstration.

You will need:to have a few students assist you in the experiment. .The

equipMent.

4.

needed is;

'A Charles Law apparatus

Centigrade therMometer

Vessel for water

A.source of hot water

lice

Heater to raise-water to 100 qprrees C (optional)

Ring.stand to hold apparaths (optional)

Data for the.table of valqes (temperature, pressure) read by the

experimenters tynd should lie copied on the chalkboard and by each student in

the class. The table of values.found in this'experimech, is -given on the
-te.*

following page.

t
*

.5

.,

0

'40

85



Temp.
(oc)

Pressure
(lbs/i n2

CHARLES' LAW

99.4

85.5

15.5

65.5

55.5:

45.5

3515

21.0

10.)

18.0

.r(6

17.2

16.4

140

14 .4

13.8

13..4

guege

tapuq gently
before. each *

rending. r

boiling 'water

ice mixture

a



Each s4-lident will then ffraph thin data on a eoordinate system In;ine. ;ARu

appropriate scaled. fie Bhould then be abfe to draw hiL; be6t stratr.ht line

a6 hal.; been done in the other experimentc.

... The . Ludente . tilaulad tilL be able. . Lc?. w,L*J.Le the equation of the I Inv

quickly by the use of the point-slope form or perhaps by the slope-intercept
form it' you were able to reduce the temperature to. 0 degrees C hi the ex,-

pertinent.
v. °For the data given above, the graph appears on the following page.

V.

a

i

4

v

Ais

e
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CHABLES ' LAW

30 40 50 60 70 60

[ 1 I 1 temperature (("C) 1 71- ! I
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90 100
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A best straight ,ne itrA drawn 0_110 I tt; n !opt' i round hy Chu tILc (If thc

points M and N to be

- p.
015 z 410

0.b.)

If (C, P) represents any arbitrary point on the line, wcvnay use the

point ,M 00,.15.2)) to write the equation of the line

r - 15.2) -.0.0) (c ho)

P

No exercise i4.3 given at this point because we are more interested in the

possibility of%extending the range of.theedomaln and ralit;e of the funetiox.
A

4.17bctending the Temperature Domain

The idea of interpolation is tirobisii40 up again here and some problems

at tbe end of the section on this experiment as well as on preceeding ones

are included. However, the idea of extrapolation is emphasized more, though

still with some,caution. There are apparent physireal limdts in the other
,

experiments vAlich are more easily recognized.. These limits must be considered-

by the students in solving the' exercises.

SInce it makes more sense to extend the domain and hence the (;rarY4- 94'

-Charles's Law to'the left, we do so and are able to arrive at a temperature

for wo pressury which is' approximately the absolute zero which scientists

know is slightly Tower than -273 degrees C. Perhaps the students have also

heard of this "MBtie temperature.

Answers to Ebccreises "after 2.17

'1. No predictions are p .ble; because this value of i is not in the domain

of the functioW.

2.. 35.1

Sfte are: a stronger team, the same beam turned on its eage, a7shok.er''

beam.

4. None,..-this.is not lit-tit.ie domain of-tpe-function,

*
d t -.d 7 (120) = 420

, 2 2

s

6. Some aie; .extendipg the length or the glass vesselj decreasing the! relatiVe
.

weight.df -the sphere, increasitthe viscosity of the liquid.

v

044

I



*.

*5 Graphical Translation of Coordinate Axes

..... __Trans. _Latin& axes..hy...the use of .the sheet of. fros.ted ascLate., .one of_ which..
will be furnished for each student, is not difficult and will often help thet.44.
student to sirrq.dif'y the equation of the line and the orientation of the graph.
We will also use translation of axes in later experiments which will yaeld
quadratic functions. Before the acetate sheets are passed out the teacher
should draw a set of coordinktte axes in the middle of each sheet. Use a
heavy -ball-point pet:' lb not write any number or scales on the sheet. Students
will write these with a pencil since they can then be easily erased.

While it is possible to position the new axes in au manner whatsoever,
(i.e., they can be translated and rotated) translation horizontally and
vertical ly .wi II be sufficient fo-i? our purposes.

The amount and direction of. trawslapon may be purely arbitrary but when
we use this on graphs based,4 sritiVee.exi)erim.6n1is thp, physical. situation
usually suggests a "natural 4. tion for 'the new axes. For example, when
dealing with Charles's Law,it will be the point at which the pressure is zero. The
only way the student will e able,;to.4proxlinate this point will be toYextend
his graph to the left 'until it crosses the temperature-axis (notilncluded
in his original graph). If this point of Zero pressure is. near. to -273

degrees on the C-axis (between '-260' degrees C and. -2t degrees C): it
. be ,Close enough. The equation in the new coordinate system will obviously

be in the form,
y = RIX 7

4/ r'-""
Answers .to lbcercises at the end of 2.18

y

-2. Have the Meter stiek placed so
on the. stick,

(a) .

.

1-(a) y
..3:'

-

end of:the beam Coincides with . 0

(b) y...*= -2- ).C.: 71- ";.= x 2

'

. .

'...1- 1
.y ,:.;----,--- x

,......:.. eg.,(6)
,.... x.

.: . 3 -...
3..... .....
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Exert: i sea

I. Haim.: the equation P 0.0) (0 - Ito) we translate tlit ttxt't1
. to (-2*(3, 0)

..-

Y + 0 0.0) (x
*if

The new units of temperature are dep,reen C, or pressure pounds per sqytare
Inch. The slope -or the Line is the kittnle since nil 13 it; not aft'oeti-A ly
translation of the axes. ...(

1

.# (x

1(a) I == -,;_3 X

1 ,(b) Y - 3 2 0( - 5)
1(c) Y = (X + 2)
2

Compare pi
.14. (a) + 1 = 1 (X - 1)

3 3
(b) - = (x + 21)

I
a.(c)

c

. ....

-4-i;

.

,,,!';;,,z,,c,,:, r'. '. r... r. .g., ...r.'10,%(,141*'&1..jq-"*.*V.P., ,' .r.+-, ,..

..
. .

Compare

tft

94

92

1
V

-

C-rr.`,..-

,
,- k

- . %Ifirt
,,,,7, . ,1'.. .

. /

11/



14.1u Algebraic Translation of Coordinate Axes

This section is purely a mathematical dick:ussion of translation of the

--axes. 'though vv. did vritethe .equationaof the li-ne reprcesenting Gharlesi a-

Law at the end of the preceding paragraph, this cannot always be done as

easily, especially when the graph represents curved lines. (See,Chapter d

and 3 on quadra?tic

The explantitions of the algebraic trana)4tion of axes in the studentql

text is .cl-efu. and needs no elaboration here. You may feel, however, that

more drill similar to Exercise 2 will he needed. AM you will need to

provide this drill is to give the class equations of the skirt 3x - 2y 7

and ask them to translate 'the origin to various points Pike the y intercept,

the point (5, 4) yr (0, 6), and so On,

To translate the axes of this equation to the point (5, 41 write it

-in the forw.

3 (
Y x 72 2

or y - 0 ,., 3 x 4 (..1)
2 3

It is now in the point-slope, form and you Nmay use equation ( 2)

.
.

.
1 + (o) + K -.m

.
X '+ (---) h)

where h and K. are 5 and 4 reSpectimely. This becomes

(-:--(-3--) .I. 5YY 30 4" 4 z

or

Y-4-4 (X
N\li,

.73.)

'3 y

Since ''the point (5, 11)..44 on the line,Y04, would expept to get equations in

.

the form. .

.

'

Y mX .

e4
If, on the other, hand,. ypu want to trandlate to the point (5;4), it

is done in this maliner:

.. .
,

t?+ (6) + (-4) --,, 3( (.,1) + 5
. 3 4 i

Ys.77 4 = 4(X + 4) . :..
-4 +'8 ...

Y

.1! 0
ft

I


